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Phone: (760) 863-8277 

 
 

 

NOTICE OF PREPARATION 
OF AN 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
 

THERMAL RANCH SPECIFIC PLAN 
 
Lead Agency:   County of Riverside Planning Department 
    4080 Lemon Street, 12th Floor 
    Riverside, California 92501 
    Phone: (951) 955-3025 
 
Contact Person:  Russell Brady, Senior Planner 
 
Project Title: Thermal Ranch Specific Plan et al 
 
County Project No.: Thermal Ranch Specific Plan Case No. SP00401, General Plan Amendment No. 

GPA 2300001, Change of Zone No. CZ 2300003, Tentative Tract Map No. 
38578, Tentative Tract Map No. 38531; Plot Plan Nos. 230035 & 230038; 
Environmental Impact Report Case No.: Not yet assigned. 

 
Project Location: The subject Thermal Ranch Specific Plan property is located in the southeastern 

portion of the Coachella Valley in the central unincorporated area of Riverside 
County. The subject property encompasses 619.1± acres. It is bounded on the north 
by Avenue 62, on the south by Avenue 64, on the west by Harrison Street and on 
the east by Tyler Street. It is located 3.7± miles west of State Highway 86 
Expressway and 2 miles west of the CVWD Water Reclamation Plant No. 4 (WRP 
# 4). The site is also approximately 1.25 miles south of the closest runway of the 
Jackie Cochran Regional Airport and approximately 2.5 miles west of the 
Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel (also see attached CEQA Initial Study and 
Exhibit 3).  

 
Findings/Determination:  The County has prepared an Initial Study for the proposed Thermal Ranch 

Specific Plan (SP00401) and related applications (TTM No. 38578 and TTM No. 
38531, two plot plan applications, General Plan Amendment and Change of Zone) 
and has determined that potentially significant impacts could result from the 
proposed Project. Therefore, an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) should be 
prepared to analyze the environmental effects. The County has prepared the 
attached Initial Study and this Notice of Preparation. 

 
NOP Comment Period: This 30-day public review period will commence at 8:00 a.m. on May 26, 2023 

and end on June 27, 2023 at 5:00 p.m. A virtual scoping meeting will be held on 
June 19, 2023 Director’s Hearing at 1:30 p.m. via Zoom at the following link 
(https://planning.rctlma.org/Public-Hearings/Directors-Hearing/2023-
Directors-Hearing-Meetings) to provide an opportunity to learn more about this 
proposed development and provide comments on the possible environmental 
effects the County should study in the Environmental Impact Report.  
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 Written comments on the NOP must be received at the County within the public 

review period at the following address: County of Riverside Planning Department, 
4080 Lemon Street, 12th Floor, Riverside, California 92501. In addition, you may 
email comments to the following address: [rbrady@rivco.org]. Copies of the 
Notice of Preparation are also available for review at the above address and at the 
Mecca Public Library at 91-260 Ave 66, Mecca, CA 92254. 

 
 

A. Introduction  
 
The proposed Thermal Ranch Specific Plan Project is planned on rural agricultural lands that are in an area that is 
transitioning from agriculture and other rural uses to urban uses, including resort-oriented residential, equestrian 
estates and mixed-use development. The entire subject Project property is currently in agricultural use inclusive of 
several ag-related haybarns, packing sheds, shop, and other structures, irrigation water well and other irrigation-
related infrastructure, and an agricultural drain along the property’s south boundary within or adjacent to the 
Avenue 64 alignment. There are no undisturbed areas within the boundaries of the subject property.  
 
 B. Project Description 
 
The Thermal Ranch Specific Plan Project includes accompanying Tentative Tract Map Nos. 38531 and 38578, two 
plot plan applications, and a General Plan Amendment (GPA) and Change of Zone (CZ) (Project). This equestrian-
oriented development Project is proposed on 619.1-acres and will be comprised of a mix of uses including and 
centered around a 223.1-acre equestrian center and related show facilities, including barns, stabling and related 
equestrian services. Water, sewer and electric power will be extended to serve the proposed Project. The equestrian 
center will require approximately 300 staff and may have up to 8,100 visitors comprised of riders, trainers, stable 
hands and visitors on peak event days.  
 
Other components of the Thermal Ranch Specific Plan include a mix of residential neighborhoods ranging from 
seasonal horse park workforce housing (comprised of modular housing and RV parking accommodations), to large 
single-family estate lots including some suitable for keeping horses. Other residential product planned includes 
single-family attached and detached homes and resort condominiums. At buildout, the Project will provide up to 
1,362 dwelling units ranging in densities from 0.60 to 27.3 units per acre, and up to 320 RV spaces. During the 
off-season of April through September, planned workforce housing (modulars and RV spaces) may be made 
available to accommodate local farmworkers. 
 
Additionally, TTM No. 38531, TTM No. 38578, and two Plot Plan applications have been filed and are addressed 
in this CEQA analysis. The TTM No. 38531 will subdivide the property into nine large parcels and TTM No. 38578 
will further subdivide PA-2 (Estate Residential) into 132 individual residential estate lots and PA-3 into 390 single-
family detached lots and single-family attached lots with mass grading of the entire site. The two plot plans will 
allow development to commence in PA-1 (Equestrian Center) and PA-4 (Horse Park Workforce Housing) 
following approval of the Specific Plan and these related applications.  
 
Proposed commercial areas in PA-5 and PA-6 would provide up to 200,000± leasable square feet of retail, other 
commercial, entertainment and food & beverage space and related amenities. PA-1 will include 75,000± square 
feet of equestrian event-related retail space, and 10,000 square feet of office space. PA-5 could accommodate a 
54.4±-acre mixed-use resort with a 150± key resort hotel and ancillary retail and recreational amenities, as well as 
up to 340 resort condominium units that may also be available for the hotel pool. The Project provides for five well 
sites to be owned and operated by Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD) and to be located in the northern, 
eastern and southern portions of the Project site, as well as a potential electrical substation site in the southeastern 
corner of the property. Each of the major Specific Plan components is described in the attached CEQA Initial 
Study. 
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C. Environmental Setting and Surrounding Land Uses  

 
The subject property is located within the boundaries of the East Coachella Valley Area Plan (ECVAP) and is 
currently designated “Agriculture”, but is located in an area of the eastern Coachella Valley that has been 
undergoing community-wide planning and urbanization. The property is also located immediately north of lands of 
the Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians. Lands to the immediate north, east and northeast include Kohl Ranch 
and the Thermal Club developments. The subject property is located immediately east of the Vista Santa Rosa 
Community. 
 
The ECVAP states that the “The Land Use Plan focuses on preserving the unique features in the Eastern Coachella 
Valley area and, at the same time, guides the accommodation of future growth. To accomplish this, more detailed 
land use designations are applied than for the countywide General Plan.” The subject property lies both adjacent 
to and in proximity of such transitional land uses. Also relevant are issues of environmental justice, including 
reducing unique or compounded health risks in disadvantaged communities, promoting civic engagement in the 
public decision-making process, and prioritizing improvements and programs that address the needs of 
disadvantaged communities. The proposed Specific Plan will address land use and overall General Plan consistency, 
which will be further addressed in the Draft EIR. 
 

D. Areas of Potential Environmental Concern  
 
Introduction 
The attached Initial Study has been prepared for the proposed Specific Plan and associated applications in 
accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Implementation of the proposed Specific Plan 
may have impacts to important environmental resources and may be affected by potential environmental hazards. 
These areas of potential environmental concern have been identified and are briefly described below and in greater 
detail in the attached Initial Study. A more in-depth analysis of each of these areas of concern will be provided in 
the EIR being prepared for the proposed Specific Plan. 
 
Aesthetic and Scenic Resources 
The Coachella Valley area is characterized by the low-lying desert valley floor surrounded by the steep, high 
elevation terrain of the Santa Rosa, San Jacinto, San Bernardino and Little San Bernardino Mountains. Views of 
the mountain ranges and the expanses of desert floor and local agriculture are visible from within the project 
planning area and are highly valued. The Specific Plan proposes urban land uses with buildings up to 60 feet in 
height, which could impact scenic views in some locations. Future development could have a potentially significant 
impact on these resources; light and glare levels will be considered in project design and analyzed in the EIR. 
 
Agricultural Resources 
The subject property is located in the agricultural region of the eastern Coachella Valley in central Riverside County. 
Agriculture is an industry of major economic importance to the valley, county and state. All but the southwest 
corner of the subject property is designated as Prime Farmland, the balance being designated as Farmland of State-
wide Importance. Other lands surrounding the site also include Prime Farmland, Farmland of State-wide 
Importance, Unique Farmland and Farmland of Local Significance. The subject and surrounding agricultural lands 
are also served by imported Colorado River water provided by the Coachella Branch of the All-American Canal 
and associated facilities and irrigation distribution system operated by the US Bureau of Reclamation and CVWD. 
The Project’s impacts to agricultural resources will be further analyzed in the EIR. 
 
Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas/Climate Change/Energy 
In general, air quality in the Coachella Valley area is good, particularly in comparison to other localities in Southern 
California. However, on-going agricultural activities and continued regional urbanization in the past few decades 
has contributed to the degradation of the air quality due to population growth, increased traffic, construction 
activities and various other site disturbances. Pollutant levels are monitored daily in Indio, Mecca and at the Palm 
Springs International Airport. 
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Ozone and PM10 are the two pollutants of greatest concern in the Coachella Valley. Under the federal Clean Air 
Act, the planning area and vicinity are located within Federal 'Non-attainment" areas for suspended particulates and 
ozone. Suspended particulates, including PM10 (particulate matter measuring smaller than 10 microns in diameter) 
and PM2.5 (measuring smaller than 2.5 microns in diameter), and ozone present the major threat to local air quality 
and are the primary pollutants of concern in the Coachella Valley. The Coachella Valley is currently designated 
attainment/unclassifiable for PM2.5. Carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxides, and sulfur dioxide are designated as 
attainment within the Coachella Valley. The planning area is located within a region identified as susceptible to 
wind erosion in the Riverside County General Plan, conditions which can contribute to elevated PM10 and PM2.5 
levels. 
 
Air quality emissions also generate pollutants known as greenhouse gases (GHG) that contribute to climate change 
and global warming. While increasing energy demand, the Thermal Ranch Specific Plan could result in more energy 
efficient buildings and HVAC systems, and promote renewable, non-polluting energy systems in the form of solar 
photovoltaic and thermal. Air quality constraints and potential adverse (and beneficial) impacts of Plan 
implementation on air quality, including those associated with GHGs, will be further assessed in the EIR.  
 
Biological Resources 
The County is a permittee under the Coachella Valley Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan (CVMSHCP), 
and the proposed Specific Plan area is located within 2.25 miles of lands designated as Conservation Areas 
established by the CVMSHCP. The planning area includes extensive agriculture, equestrian and other rural uses, 
and undeveloped desert lands that may harbor bird species protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). 
To some extent, potential impacts of future development facilitated by the Specific Plan to covered species and 
plant communities would be mitigated through payment of development impact fees.  
 
The project vicinity includes Tribal and allottee lands under the jurisdiction of the Torres Martinez Desert Cahuilla 
Indians, including lands to the immediate south and to the southwest. The forthcoming EIR will determine whether 
and to what extent buildout of the Specific Plan will conflict with the CVMSHCP, and further evaluate the potential 
for development facilitated by the Specific Plan to adversely affect sensitive biological resources.  
 
Cultural, Tribal and Historic Resources 
The subject property is vacant and has been in active cultivation for several decades. Surrounding lands include 
extensive agriculture, both active and fallow, as well as heretofore undisturbed lands adjacent to and in proximity 
of the Project site that include stands of mesquite and associated habitat that may have served as an important food 
source for native Cahuilla peoples. Lands within the Reservation boundary of the Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla 
Indians are located immediately south, a short distance west and southeast of the subject property. In the Project 
vicinity, numerous Native American cultural resources have been found and documented, including fish traps, 
pottery scatters, grinding rocks, trail segments, and rock cairn features. While the Project planning area does not 
provide perennial or even seasonal waters sources, native habitat may have provided valuable food and fiber 
resources.  
 
The Project site encompasses 619.1± acres located on the valley floor between the Santa Rosa foothills and the 
Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel; the entire subject site is in active cultivation and has been for several 
decades. The site is occupied by five agricultural out-buildings, including hay sheds and an equipment/shop building 
dating from at least 1985. There is no evidence of building foundations or other structures that might imply earlier 
development or occupation during historic times. Surrounding lands have mostly been disturbed for agriculture and 
other uses for many years. The subject property does not appear to harbor nor is it located near important historic 
structures that could be affected directly or indirectly by the proposed Project. Nonetheless, a cultural (historic and 
archaeological) resources survey and report are being prepared on the proposed Project and its findings will be 
incorporated into the forthcoming EIR.  
 
Geology/Soils 
The planning area is located in the vicinity of the active faults of the San Andreas Fault Zone that extend through 
lands approximately six miles northeast of the site. The San Andreas Fault is capable of generating a moment 
magnitude 7.4 earthquake. The planning area would be exposed to strong ground shaking during a major quake on 
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nearby faults, with associated potential for ground failure and liquefaction during such events. The local soils are 
also highly susceptible to wind and water erosion. The forthcoming EIR will evaluate the geotechnical conditions 
in the planning area and potential significant impacts from buildout of the proposed Specific Plan. 
 
 
Hazards and Hazardous Materials 
The entire Project site is in active agriculture, which began on these lands in the 1950s, and includes several out-
buildings and a shop. Surrounding existing land uses are largely agricultural with increasing urbanization to the 
north and east. Lands to the east also include the Thermal Landfill, a site identified on the Cortese List as a source 
of “metals, organochlorine pesticides and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons”. The landfill, which is approximately 
2.5 miles northeast of the subject property, was closed in 1972. On July 27, 2016, DTSC approved the Removal 
Action Workplan and an agency-approved maintenance plan is in effect. There are no other hazardous material sites 
in proximity of the subject property. There are no large or small commercial enterprises, auto dealerships with 
related maintenance facilities, gasoline service stations, restaurants and other potential generators of hazardous 
materials in the Project vicinity. A Phase I site assessment will be conducted to further assess the potential for 
hazardous materials either on-site or in the Project vicinity and will be further analysed in the forthcoming EIR. 
 
Hydrology and Flooding 
The subject property is subject to local flooding primarily from the Santa Rosa Mountains to the west. The site is 
also located west of the Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel (CVSC) and one mile west of the 100-Year flood 
plain associated with this major drainage feature. The south half of the subject property is designated Zone X on 
the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps with reference to a 2018 FEMA Letter of Map Revision”. The Zone X 
designation indicates inundation threat of less than 1-foot in depth and partially associated with a reduced flood risk 
due to levee protection. The referenced levee is presumably the Dike No 4 protective levee to the west built by the 
US Bureau of Reclamation. The forthcoming EIR will evaluate the Project’s hydrology and water quality impacts.  
 
The subject property is within the boundaries of the CVWD 2015 Eastern Coachella Valley Stormwater Master 
Plan. This plan shows an east-west “open channel” along Ave 64 (south Project boundary) designated as “N01” 
and extending from just east of Jackson Street east to its discharge into the CVSC. The N01 channel is also called 
out as the “Avenue 64 Evacuation Channel” with its future location to be along the north side of Ave 64. The master 
plan also identified open channel “N01-02 within or along Harrison Street (west Project boundary).  
 
Land Use Compatibility 
The Project site is currently designated “Agriculture” in the Foundation Element and the Eastern Coachella Valley 
Area Plan (ECVAP) of the General Plan. Surrounding lands are also designated Agriculture to the north and west, 
as well as Low Density Residential and planned development to the north and east. The site is located in an area of 
the eastern Coachella Valley that has been undergoing community-wide planning and urbanization. The property is 
also located immediately north of lands of the Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla. Lands to the immediate north, east 
and northeast include Kohl Ranch and the Thermal Cub developments. The Desert Mirage High School and Las 
Palmas Elementary School are located approximately one-half mile south of the subject property on Tyler Street. 
The subject property is located immediately east of the Vista Santa Rosa Community.  
 
The applicant proposes a land use change in the Foundation Element designation to “Community Development” 
and also to apply a variety of ECVAP land use designations consistent with proposed underlying land uses. 
Consistency zoning is also proposed and a part of this Project, with proposed zoning designation that correspond to 
the proposed ECVAP and use designations. The ECVAP state that the “The Land Use Plan focuses on preserving 
the unique features in the Eastern Coachella Valley area and, at the same time, guides the accommodation of future 
growth. To accomplish this, more detailed land use designations are applied than for the countywide General 
Plan.” The subject property lies both adjacent to and in proximity of such transitional land uses. The proposed 
Specific Plan will address land use and overall General Plan consistency, which will be further addressed in the 
Draft EIR. 
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Airports 
The site is located 1.25± miles southwest of the nearest runway of the County-owned and operated Jacqueline 
Cochran Regional Airport (JCRA; aka Thermal Airport), which consists of a long north-south runway and a shorter 
NW/SE runway, as well as a variety of hangers, offices and other buildings and facilities. Nearly the entire Project 
site is located within Land Use Compatibility Zone D for the airport (a small portion in the S/W corner is in Zone 
E). All of the proposed Project uses, densities/intensities are consistent with the Basic Compatibility Criteria in 
Table 2A of the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP), except for single-family estate homes proposed in 
the north. The entire project site lies outside of the 60 dB CNEL contour for the ultimate buildout of the airport (See 
Exhibit JC-6 on p. E6-6 of the ALUCP). In fact, the entire project site lies outside of the 55 dB CNEL contour. As 
shown in Table 2B on page 2-23 of the ALUCP, residential uses are considered “clearly appropriate” outside of the 
55 dB CNEL contour. Pursuant to consultation with ALUC staff, the Project proponent is preparing an ALUC 
application as well as a bird/airport impact analysis and management plan. The potential impacts of the Project in 
the JCRA will be further analyzed in the forthcoming EIR. 
 
Noise 
The proposed Project site is located 1.25± miles southwest of the nearest runway of the County-owned and operated 
Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport. The entire project site lies outside of both the 60 dB CNEL and the 55 dB 
CNEL contour. As shown in Table 2B on page 2-23 of the ALUCP, residential uses are considered “clearly 
appropriate” outside of the 55 dB CNEL contour. As discussed above, the Project proponent is preparing an ALUC 
application as well as a bird/airport impact analysis and management plan. The potential impacts of the Project to 
generate a substantial temporary or permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the Project will be 
further analyzed in the forthcoming EIR.   
 
Paleontological Resources 
The County General Plan maps large portions of the Coachella Valley, including the subject property, as having a 
high sensitivity for the occurrence of paleontological resources. In the project vicinity, these are largely associated 
with fossil bivalves from earlier stands of Ancient Lake Cahuilla, which reached an elevation of approximately 42 
feet above mean sea level. Evidence of this high stand can be clearly seen along the edge of the Santa Rosa 
Mountains where a “bathtub” ring of calcium deposits can be seen. In addition to lacustrine sediments from the 
Coachella soil series and fluvial sediments from the Gilman soil series, several shell and shell fragments of 
freshwater mollusks have been observed in the project vicinity. Previous paleontological surveys conducted in the 
area have identified three species of freshwater mollusks, Physa sp., Tryonia sp., and Gyraulus sp., which are among 
the most common species of freshwater mollusks to be found in the lakebed sediments. While the lakebed sediments 
are often called the Quaternary Lake Cahuilla beds (Rogers 1965; Dibblee 1954:Plate 3; Scott 2010), no Pleistocene-
age fossils localities have been reported from these lakebed sediments or their equivalent strata in the Coachella 
Valley. A paleontological study is being prepared and potential impacts to sensitive resources will be further 
analysed in the forthcoming EIR. 
 
Population and Housing 
Based upon a census tract review of changes in population in the Coachella Valley, the Project site and planning 
areas have shown zero or negative population growth between the period of 2000 and 2020. The Project vicinity 
includes the unincorporated communities of Thermal and Mecca located three and five miles northeast and east, 
respectively. These two communities had a combined population of approximately 7,100 and are more than 90% 
Hispanic/Latino (American Community Survey, 2015-2019). Between 2010 and 2020, the community saw a 4% 
drop in population. While there was strong development interest in the eastern Coachella Valley prior to 2008 (Great 
Recession), renewed interest and development has recently begun to expand in this area. A query of the US 2020 
Census Data indicates that within a three-mile radius of the Project site there was a total permanent population of 
7,492, of which 93% identified themselves as Hispanic or Latino. 
 
Public Services 
This NOP and associated Initial Study indicate that the proposed Project will have a less than significant impact on 
local service providers described below. Nonetheless, the forthcoming EIR will further analyse Project impacts on 
these services.  
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Fire Protection Services 
Fire protection services are provided to the Project area and the surrounding communities by the Riverside County 
Fire Department under a contract with CalFire. Stations in the Project vicinity include Station 39 at 86911 58th Ave, 
Thermal and located three miles to the east with a response time of approximately five minutes.  
 
Police Protection Services 
The nearest Riverside County Sheriff’s Station is located at 86625 Airport Boulevard in Thermal. The nearby City 
of La Quinta also contracts with the County Sheriff’s Department and provides mutual aid across the County 
Sheriff’s various clients in the Coachella Valley. The La Quinta station is located at 78-495 Calle Tampico, 
approximately 10 miles northwest of the subject property. 
 
School Services 
The subject property is located within the boundaries of the Coachella Valley Unified School District (CVUSD), 
which has its headquarters in Thermal. It serves a population that is approximately 80% Hispanic. The CVUSD has 
14 elementary schools, 3 middle schools and 3 high schools, plus one continuation high school and one special 
school for teenage mothers. In the Project vicinity, the Desert Mirage High School and the Las Palmas Elementary 
School are located one-half mile south of the site at the northeast corner of Tyler Street and Avenue 66. 
 
Library Services 
The Mecca Library is located at 91620 Ave 66, Mecca, approximately 5.5 miles east of the Project site offers a full 
range of information services and assistance, Children’s programs, Literacy tutoring, English as a Second Language 
classes, Internet access, Word processors, Large Print books, Audio books, DVDs and videos, Music CDs and 
cassettes, Newspapers and magazines, Live Online Homework Help, Tax forms, Copiers, and downloadable audio 
books. The Coachella Library, a branch of the Riverside County Library System, is located at 1500 Sixth Street, 
Coachella, approximately 5 miles north of the subject property and the La Quinta Library is located at 78-275 Calle 
Tampico, approximately 9 miles northwest of the subject property.  
 
Health Services 
Local and regional health service providers and facilities include the John F. Kennedy (JFK) Memorial Hospital in 
Indio, Eisenhower Medical Center (EMC) in Rancho Mirage, and Desert Regional Medical Center in Palm Springs. 
JFK is located nearest to the subject property, at 47-111 Monroe Street, approximately 8 miles north of the proposed 
Project site. This facility contains 158 beds, offers a variety of inpatient and outpatient services, and includes a 24-
hour emergency room. JFK provides a full range of medical services, including surgical, cardiology, 
gastrointestinal, diagnostic imaging, and outpatient rehabilitation. The hospital also provides obstetrics and houses 
an orthopedic/bone/joint institute. The Indio Family Care Center is located on 47-923 Oasis Street. Services include 
primary care, family planning, prenatal care, childcare and nutrition. Although all emergency services are not 
offered at this clinic, walk-in patients are welcome and will be referred to an emergency facility as needed. 
 
Mecca Health Clinic is located at 91275 Ave 66, Mecca, approximately 5.25 miles east of the subject property. 
Mecca Health Clinic is operated by Innercare, a private, non-profit organization providing an array of 
comprehensive primary care services to residents throughout Imperial and Riverside Counties. Innercare is a 
Federally Qualified Health Center and a Federal Public Health Service (PHS) employer. In 1970, Innercare became 
the first federally funded migrant health center in the United States. In addition to a health clinic, Innercare also 
provides dental clinics and Women/Infant/Children Nutrition (WIC) Education Centers. 
 
Recreation 
The subject property is located in a rural but urbanizing portion of eastern Coachella Valley. Local and regional 
park and open space and recreational resources include Lake Cahuilla Veterans County Park and the Santa Rosa 
and San Jacinto National Monument. Lake Cahuilla Veterans Regional Park encompasses 710-acres with expansive 
lawns and picturesque mountain views, situated at the base of the Santa Rosa Mountains 5 miles west of the subject 
property. The park is owned and operated by the Riverside County Regional Park and Open-Space District.  
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The subject property is located within the 1,800 square mile service area of the Desert Recreation District, which 
for more than 70 years has been providing residents and visitors recreational services in the Greater Coachella 
Valley. The District provides barrier-free, safe services to unincorporated areas of the Coachella Valley and 
municipalities. It is the largest park and recreation district in California, and manages, maintains and assists in 
maintaining over 30 parks and recreation facilities. Whether and to what extent the Project may adversely impact 
local or regional recreational resources will be further analysed in the forthcoming EIR. 
 
Transportation 
The subject property is located in a predominantly rural agricultural area but one that has been progressively 
transitioning to urban uses. The County General Plan Circulation Element update recognizes the ongoing changes 
in land use in this area and has planned a network of major and arterial roadways to address anticipated future 
demand. The subject property is bounded by planned major roadways of all four sides, including: Ave 62 on the 
north (Expressway: 128’ to 220’ RW); Ave 64 (Major (118’ RW); Tyler Street on the east (Secondary: 100’ RW); 
and Harrison Street on the west (Expressway: 128’ to 220’ RW). Of these four bounding streets, three are partially 
constructed and Ave 64 has not been graded or otherwise improved. 
 
Surrounding elements of the roadway network include the Highway 86 Expressway and interchange at its 
intersection with Ave 62, and the bridging of the Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel at Ave 62 and at Airport 
Boulevard (Ave 56) four miles to the north. Harrison Street provides major north-south circulation north to the City 
of Coachella and south to its intersection with the Highway 86 Expressway south of the County Line in Imperial 
County. 
 
Traffic data collected for the 2015 County General Plan Update and from the Caltrans annual census indicates that 
traffic volumes on major roadways in the Project vicinity are low. Only two major roadways (Harrison Street and 
the Highway 86 Expressway) have cited existing Caltrans traffic volumes. In the vicinity of the Project, Harrison 
Street two-way 2009 volumes averaged 12,000 vehicles per day (VPD). According to the 2017 traffic census 
conducted by the Coachella Valley Association of Governments (CVAG), the 2017 volumes on Harrison Street 
south of Airport Boulevard (Ave 56) were 7,568 VPD. 
 
Ave 62 currently provides important east-west connectivity but volumes on this roadway east of Highway 111 are 
also low. The CVAG traffic census for Ave 62 east of Harrison Street indicates that 2006 volumes were 1,577 VPD, 
modestly increasing to 1,596 VPD in 2010 and reaching 2,626 VPD in 2017. Meanwhile, County traffic data 
indicates that volumes on Ave 62 east of Harrison Street were 1,124 VPD. The Highway 86 Expressway provides 
divided highway connectivity between the Coachella Valley and Imperial Valley to the south. At its intersection 
with State Highway 111 between Ave 62 and 64 the average traffic volumes were 15,300 VPD. A project-specific 
traffic impact analysis will be prepared and incorporated into the EIR to evaluate potentially significant 
transportation impacts, including vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and consistency with the County’s General Plan 
standards for intersection and roadway levels of service.  
 
 
EXHIBITS 1 THRU 10 FOLLOW  
 
  























 Page 1 of 67 CEQ / EA No. NA      

/COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FORM: INITIAL STUDY 

 
Environmental Assessment (CEQ / EA) Number:   NA 
Project Case Type (s) and Number(s): GPA 2300001; CZ 2300003; Specific Plan No. SP00401, TTM 
No. 38578, TTM No. 38531; and Plot Plan No.s 230035 & 230038 
Lead Agency Name:    County of Riverside Planning Department 
Address:     4080 Lemon Street 12th Floor, Riverside, CA 92501 
Contact Person:    Russel Brady, Senior Planner 
Telephone Number:    951-955-3025 
Applicant’s Name:     Thermal Ranch LLC 
Applicant’s Address:    19312 Canyon Drive, Villa Park, CA 92861 
 
 
I. PROJECT INFORMATION 
 
Project Description:  
 
The Thermal Ranch Specific Plan, inclusive of two accompanying subdivision maps (Tentative Tract 
Map (TTM) No. 38578 and Tentative Tract Map (TTM) 38531, two plot plan applications, and a General 
Plan Amendment (GPA) and Change of Zone (CZ), is proposed on 619.1±-acres and will be comprised 
of a mix of uses including and centered around a 223.1±-acre equestrian center and related show 
facilities, including barns, stabling and related equestrian services (Planning Area 1/PA-1). The 
equestrian center will require 300 staff, and will have an additional 8,100 visitors on peak event days 
comprised of riders, trainers, stable hands and visitors.  
 
Other components of the Thermal Ranch Specific Plan would include a mix of residential neighborhoods 
ranging horse park workforce housing (including modular housing and RV parking accommodations) 
(Planning Area 4/PA-4), to large single-family estate lots, some suitable for keeping horses (Planning 
Area 2/PA-2). Other residential product planned includes single-family attached and detached homes 
(Planning Area 3/PA-3) and condominiums (possibly extended stay) in Planning Area 5 (PA-5) and may 
also be available to the planned hotel room pool. At buildout, the Project will provide up to 1,362 dwelling 
units ranging in densities from 0.60 to 27.3 units per acre.  
 
Proposed commercial areas would provide 275,000± gross leasable square feet of retail and other 
commercial space, including 75,000± square feet of equestrian event-related retail space, and 10,000 
square feet of office space; and up to 150,000 square feet of retail space in Planning Area 6 (PA-6). A 
54.4±-acre mixed use resort with a 150± key resort hotel, beach club and ancillary retail is also proposed 
(Planning Area 5/PA-5). The Project provides four Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD) well sites to 
be located in the northern and eastern portions of the Project site.  
 
Additionally, two subdivision maps (TTM No. 385378 and TTM No. 38531), and two Plot Plan 
applications have been filed and are addressed in this CEQA analysis. TTM No. 38531 will subdivide 
the property into nine large parcels and TTM No. 38578 will further subdivide PA-2 (Estate Residential) 
into 132 individual lots and PA-3 into 390 single-family lots. The two plot plans will allow development 
to commence in PA-1 and PA-4 following approval of the Specific Plan and these related applications. 
Each of the major Specific Plan components is described below. 
 
The Project will result in full half-street improvements, phased to Project improvements, of Avenue 62, 
Harrison Street and Tyler Street. Water and sewer will be extended from immediately off-site to serve 
the proposed Project. Two sewerage lift stations are proposed in the southerly portion of the Project. 
An on-site electric power substation is also planned. These on-site and off-site utility infrastructure 
improvements will be fully analyzed in the EIR. 
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The Thermal Ranch Specific Plan site is currently designated “Agriculture” in the Foundation Element 
and the Eastern Coachella Valley Area Plan (ECVAP) of the General Plan. The applicant proposes a 
land use change to the Foundation Element designation to “Community Development” and to apply a 
variety of ECVAP land use designations consistent with proposed underlying land uses. Consistency 
zoning is also proposed and a part of this Project, with proposed zoning designation that correspond to 
the proposed ECVAP land use designations. See Table 2 below.  
 
PROJECT LOCATION 
The subject Thermal Ranch Specific Plan property is located in the southeastern portion of the 
Coachella Valley in the central unincorporated area of Riverside County. The subject property 
encompasses approximately one square mile with a net acreage of 619.1± acres. It is bounded on the 
north by Avenue 62, on the south by Avenue 64, on the west by Harrison Street and on the east by 
Tyler Street. It is comprised of Assessor’s Parcel Numbers: 751-020-002,003, 006, 007 and 010, and 
is also described as being Section 5, Township 7 South, Range 8 East, SBB&M. It is located 3.7± miles 
west of State Highway 86 Expressway and 2 miles west of the CVWD Water Reclamation Plant No. 4 
(WRP # 4). The site is also approximately 1.25 miles south of the closest runway of the Jackie Cochran 
Regional Airport and approximately 2.5 miles west of the Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel. The 
separate APN: 751-020-010 is an exempt parcel under “USA” (US Bureau of Reclamation/USBR) 
ownership and planned for avoidance or as an owner-allowed “off-site” use area with USBR permission.  
 
EXISTING CONDITIONS 
The entire Project property is currently in agricultural use inclusive of several ag-related haybarns, 
packing sheds and other structures, irrigation water well and other irrigation-related infrastructure, and 
an agricultural drain along the property’s south boundary within or adjacent to the Avenue 64 alignment. 
There are no undisturbed areas within the boundaries of the subject property (see Exhibit 4).  
 
The Project’s west boundary is Harrison Street, which is partially improved, providing approximately 
38± feet of pavement with two travel lanes and graded and partially paved shoulders. The Project’s 
north boundary of Avenue 62 is partially improved, providing approximately 24± feet of pavement and 
two travel lanes with graded but not otherwise improved shoulders. The subject property is bounded on 
the east by Tyler Street, which currently provides two travel lanes within a 24± feet paved section and 
with graded but unpaved shoulders.  
 
The south of the subject property is bounded by the future Avenue 64, and is comprised of the following, 
described north-to-south: a 95-foot wide electric utility easement with power poles; a 25-foot wide 
pipeline easement; and a 25-foot wide parcel owned in fee by the Coachella Valley Water District 
(CVWD) for a future stormwater channel. The future Avenue 64 center line is located 55 feet south of 
the property line. These easements and drainage facilities separate the development portion of the site 
from the existing and future Avenue 64 right-of-way (see Exhibits 7 & 8).  
  
 
THERMAL RANCH DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 
Planning Area 1 - Equestrian Center  
The Equestrian Center is planned as PA-1 and is comprised of 231.1± acres located primarily in the 
central portion of the Project site, with an outlying “back of house” function that extends southeast to 
the corner of Tyler Street and Avenue 64. Primary access for PA-1 will be from two access drives to be 
located on Harrison Street, one approximately 700± feet north and one 700± feet south of Avenue 63 
extended. Secondary/emergency access will be from the secondary access drive on Tyler Street north 
of Avenue 64 (see Exhibit 6). 
 
The Equestrian Center will include 47 barns with capacity for up to 2,700 horses and over 2.5 million 
square feet of riding space including 18 sand competition rings and one (1) grass competition field, 
miles of riding paths, and turf areas, and an Olympic-level grand prix stadium, and covered riding arenas 
with highest occupancy occurring during the Coachella Valley’s October through March equestrian 
show season.  
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Of the overall Project’s 275,000± square feet of commercial space, the equestrian center portion of the 
project will include 75,000± square feet of event-related commercial and administrative space including 
retail and dining. The Equestrian Center will also provide 10,000 square feet of office space.  
 
PA-1 will also include back of house functions, including areas for hay and feed storage, short-term 
manure storage for daily transport off-site, limited composting, and related back of house functions on 
18.5± acres. Storage buildings, shade structures, sheds, storage bins, seasonal festival parking, 
greenhouse and a small staff building are also planned in this portion of PA-1. An electric power 
substation is also planned in the southeast corner of PA-1. Maximum building/structure height will not 
exceed 65 feet and most structures will be 40 feet or less in height. Security, commercial, event and 
work area lighting will also be provided, with maximum (arena) light standard height of 65 feet above 
arena grades.  
 
Planning Area 2 - Estate Residential  
PA-2 is comprised of 194.3± acres located in the northern-most portion of the project site, fronting on 
and taking primary access from Avenue 62. PA-2 development would provide up to 132 estate lots 
ranging in size from one-half acre to two acres and at a density of 0.6 dwelling units per acre. One and 
two-story construction of up to 35 feet will be permitted as will the keeping of horses on the southern-
most row of lots only. 
 
Planning Area 3 – Medium Density Residential-Detached and Attached Single-Family Residential  
PA-3 is comprised of 69.5± acres on the east side of the Project with one primary and one secondary 
access drives from Tyler Street. PA-3 development would provide up to 390 dwelling units, including 
detached and attached single-family units planned in this area. PA-3 also provides a 3.1± acre open 
space and recreation area (amenities area) with tennis and pickleball courts, gym, pool, meeting areas 
and landscaped open space in the west-central portion of the planning area. Overall density will be 5.6 
dwelling units per acre, and residences of up to 40 feet in height will be permitted.  
 
Planning Area 4 –Workforce High Density Residential and RV Park  
PA-4 is comprised of two sub-areas totaling 41.1± acres located at the south end of the Project and 
bounded by Avenue 64. Access will be provided from Tyler Street and internal roads connected to 
Harrison Street. PA-4a development would provide 300 to 500 units of workforce housing on 18.3± 
acres envisioned for workforce housing from October through March and farmworker housing during 
the rest of the year. PA-4b will provide up to 320 RV spaces on 22.8 acres. PA-4 also provides a 0.7± 
acre pool and recreation area (amenities area), and on-site laundry and convenience store in the central 
portion of the planning area that will be accessible to residents of both the RV park and the modular 
home village. The RV park area (PA-4b) will be developed at a density of 14± spaces per acre. The 
modular workforce housing (PA-4a) densities will be 16.3 to 27.3 dwelling units per acre and building 
heights of up to 20 feet in height will be permitted.  
 
Planning Area 5 – Resort Residential Complex 
PA-5 is comprised of 54.4± acres located at the southwest corner of the Project site and bounded on 
the south by Avenue 64, on the west by Harrison Street, and on the east by a major interior drive that 
separates PA-5 from PA-4 to the east and PA-1 to the northeast. Primary access will be from one drive 
on Harrison Street 2,100± feet north of Avenue 64 centerline. Building heights would range from one to 
four-stories and a maximum height of 65 feet. Development planned for PA-5 includes the following: 
• 42.1± acres providing up to 340 condominiums (may be extended stay and may be included in 

planned hotel rental pool) around a central recreational amenity area at a density of 8.1 dwelling 
units per acre.  

• 8.1± acre hotel site planned for up to 150 hotel keys and including pool and pool club and other 
recreational and open space amenities.  

• 4.2± acres for up to 50,000 square feet of retail space.  
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Planning Area 6 – Commercial Village (Neighborhood-Scale Shopping Center)  
PA-6 is comprised of 21.4± acres and located along the west boundary of the Project site. Primary 
access will be from two drives on Harrison Street at the eastward extension of Avenue 63, one 700± 
feet north and one 700± south of Avenue 63. Buildings of up to 50 feet in height are permitted in PA-6. 
PA-6 provides 150,000± square feet of retail, restaurants, and commercial recreation space in a 
commercial center.  
 
Off-Site Improvements 
In addition to the improvements described above, the Project will also require the extension of existing 
sanitary sewer lines from Avenue 62 and existing domestic water lines in Harrison Street into the Project 
site. Natural gas lines will need to be extended and applicant is consulting with SoCalGas on this line 
extension, which will be described and analysed in the forthcoming EIR. No other off-site improvements 
are anticipated.  
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Table 1: Land Use Summary 
Desert International Horse Park (DIHP) Specific Plan 

 
Planning 

Area 
GPLU Base 

Zone 
Description Acres Residential 

Units & 
Density 

Hotel 
Keys 

Population Commercial 
FAR 

Commercial 
SF 

Office 
SF 

Employees Bldg 
Height 
(feet) 

1 C-T A-1 Horse Park 223.1     75,000 10,000 300 65 

2 LDR R-R Estate Residential 194.3 132 / 0.6  356     35 

 
3 

 
MDR 

 
R-1 

Single Family 
Attached/Detached 

 
69.5 

 
390 / 5.6 

  
1,053 

     
40 

4a HDR R-T Workforce 
Cottages 

18.3 300-500 / 
16.3-27.3 

 810-1,350     20 

4b HDR R-T Workforce RV 
Park 

22.8 320 / 14  864     20 

5a CT C-T ` Resort Condos 42.1 340 / 8.1  918     40 

5b CT C-T Hotel 8.1  150     180-300 65 

5c CT C-T Resort Retail 4.2    0.20 - 0.35 50,000  200 40 

6 CR C-1 Commercial Retail 21.4    0.20 - 0.35 150,000  600 50 
Perimeter ROW   15.3         

TOTALS   619.1 1,060-1,362 
Residences 

320 RVs 

150 4,001 – 
4,541 

 275,000 10,000 1,280-1,400  
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A. Type of Project:   Site Specific ;     Countywide ;     Community ;     Policy . 

 
B. Total Project Area:   619.1± acres 

 
Residential Acres:   347.00 Lots:   463 Units:   1,103 – 1,362 Projected No. of Residents: 4,541 
Commercial Acres:  76.50 Lots:   5 lots Sq. Ft. of Bldg. Area:   285,000 Est. No. of Employees:  1,100 
Industrial Acres:  NA Lots:   NA Sq. Ft. of Bldg. Area:  NA Est. No. of Employees:  NA 
Other:  RV Spaces – 320 
Modular Housing: 300-500 
(also shows in residential 
unit and residents count. 

   

 
C. Assessor’s Parcel No(s):   751-020-002, 003, 006, 007 (and off-site parcel 751-020-010) 

 
Street References:  Ave 62 on north; Ave 64 on south; Tyler St on east; Harrison St on west 
 

D. Section, Township & Range Description or reference/attach a Legal Description:  Section 
5 Township 7 South, Range 8 East, SBB&M.  

 
E. Brief description of the existing environmental setting of the project site and its 

surroundings: Predominantly rural agriculture with undeveloped and fallow ag lands, 
increasing urbanization associated with Thermal Club/Kohl Ranch south of Cochran Airport to 
immediate northeast, Desert Mirage High School and Las Palmas Elementary 0.50 miles to 
south, CVWD WRP No. 4 2 miles to east, and community of Mecca 5 miles to east. 
 

F. Other Public Agency Involvement and Required Permits: Regional Water Quality Control 
Board, Coachella Valley Water District. 

 
II. APPLICABLE GENERAL PLAN AND ZONING REGULATIONS 
 

A. General Plan Elements/Policies: 
 

1. Land Use:  Agriculture. The proposed Project includes a General Plan Amendment, Change 
of Zone, Specific Plan of Land Use and a subdivision map. The subject property is located 
in the ECVAP and is currently designated Agriculture but is located in an area of the eastern 
Coachella Valley that has been undergoing community-wide planning and urbanization. The 
property is also located immediately north of lands of the Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla. 
Lands to the immediate east and northeast include Kohl Ranch and the Thermal Cub 
developments. The subject property is located immediately east of the Vista Santa Rosa 
Community. 

 
The ECVAP states that the “The Land Use Plan focuses on preserving the unique features 
in the Eastern Coachella Valley area and, at the same time, guides the accommodation of 
future growth. To accomplish this, more detailed land use designations are applied than for 
the countywide General Plan.”   The subject property lies both adjacent to and in proximity 
of such transitional land uses. Also relevant are issues of environmental justice, including 
reducing unique or compounded health risks in disadvantaged communities, promoting 
civic engagement in public decision-making process, and prioritizing improvements and 
programs that address the needs of disadvantaged communities. The proposed Specific 
Plan will address land use and overall General Plan consistency, which will be further 
addressed in the Draft EIR. 

 
2. Circulation:  Harrison St. & Ave 62: Expressway; Tyler St.: Secondary; Ave 64: Major.  The 

subject property is currently accessible from partially improved Ave 62, Harrison Street and 
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Tyler Street; Ave 64 along the property’s south boundary has not yet been improved. The 
subject property will have good access to regional facilities including Harrison Street and the 
Highway 86 Expressway. The proposed Specific Plan will address Circulation Element 
issues and overall General Plan consistency, which will be further addressed in the Draft 
EIR. 

 
3. Multipurpose Open Space: The ECVAP Trails Plan calls for Class I bike paths along 

Harrison Street, Ave 62, future Ave 63 (not proposed for development as a public street), 
and Tyler Street. The ECVAP also calls for a “Combination Trail” (Regional Trail / Class 1 
Bike Path. The proposed Specific Plan will address multipurpose open space and related 
issues and overall General Plan consistency, which will be further addressed in the Draft 
EIR. 

 
Coachella Valley MSHCP: The proposed Project is located within the boundaries of the 
CVMSHCP but is located outside and more than 2 miles northeast of the nearest CVMSHCP 
Conservation Area. The proposed Project would be subject to payment of the CVMSHCP 
development impact fee. 

 
4. Safety:  Seismic Safety (Liquefaction), Wind Erosion.  The proposed Project site is not 

located within or near a wildland fire hazard area. The south half of the subject property is 
located within a 100-Year inundation area with maximum depths of 1-foot. The subject 
property is mapped as Zone X (Area of Minimal Flood Hazard) and an area mapped as ‘Area 
of Reduced Flood Risk Due to Levee”. on FEMA Panel 06065C291OH.  

 
5. Noise: The subject property is located primarily within Zone D of the Airport Land Use 

Compatibility Plan and is located outside the 60 dB CNEL for the Jackie Cochran Regional 
Airport. A portion of the southwest corner of the site is in Zone E. The proposed Specific 
Plan will address Noise Element and overall General Plan consistency, which will be further 
addressed in the Draft EIR including noise from future vehicular traffic associated with the 
Project on adjoining arterial roadways.  

 
1. Housing:  The proposed Project would be located in the eastern Coachella Valley on 

currently vacant agricultural lands. A range of housing, including estate lots, attached single 
family, modular workforce housing and an RV park for seasonal use are proposed within the 
Project. Workforce housing may be made available for off-season farmworker housing as 
well. Employment opportunities will also be created within the Project, which can make 
access to employment less expensive for on-site residents.   

 
6. Air Quality:  CV PM10 SIP (Non-attainment for ozone and PM10).  The proposed Project is 

an equestrian-centered mixed-use development with a range of residential product, 
neighborhood and tourist commercial services and hospitality uses. There are no sensitive 
receptors on the site but at buildout the Project could have up to 1,362 residential units and 
320 RV spaces. Both year-long and seasonal employment will be created by the Project, as 
will educational opportunities in equine care and event management. The proposed Specific 
Plan will address Air Quality Element issues and overall General Plan consistency, which 
will be further addressed in the Draft EIR. 

 
7. Healthy Communities:  Although planned on agricultural lands, the proposed Project is 

located in an urbanizing area of the east Coachella Valley. Community centers, schools, a 
substantial roadway network and other community services have been in development over 
the past few decades.  
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a) Environmental Justice Summary:  Relevant issues include diversity of available 
housing, access to commercial and other services, reducing unique or compounded health 
risks, promoting economic development and employment opportunities, promoting civic 
engagement in public decision-making process, and prioritizing improvements and 
programs that address the needs of disadvantaged communities. Parks, trails and open 
space are also being identified and developed. Issues of land use compatibility, pollution 
exposure, access to nutritious food and healthcare, safe and sanitary housing and 
opportunities for physical activity are issues associated with the Healthy Communities 
Element and will be further addressed in the Draft EIR.   

 
B. General Plan Area Plan(s):  East Coachella Valley Area Plan (ECVAP) 

 
C. Foundation Component(s):  Agriculture 

 
D. Land Use Designation(s):  Agriculture 

 
E. Overlay(s), if any:  NA 

 
F. Policy Area(s), if any:   ECVAP 

 
G. Adjacent and Surrounding: 

 
1. General Plan Area Plan(s):  Agriculture, Tribal Lands, Rural Community, Business Park, 

High Density Residential, Very Low Density Residential, Commercial Retail 
 

2. Foundation Component(s):  Agriculture, Community Development, Open Space 
 

3. Land Use Designation(s):  Agriculture, Medium Density Residential, Conservation 
 

4. Overlay(s), if any:  NA 
 

5. Policy Area(s), if any:   ECVAP 
 

H. Adopted Specific Plan Information.        NA 
 

1. Name and Number of Specific Plan, if any:   Thermal Ranch Specific Plan  
 

2. Specific Plan Planning Area, and Policies, if any:   NA 
 

I. Existing Zoning:   W-2 and A-2-10 (Heavy Agriculture) 
 

J. Proposed Zoning, if any:  Specific Plan 
 

K. Adjacent and Surrounding Zoning: Specific Plan, W-2, A-1-10, A-2-10, R-4. 
 
II. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED 
 
The environmental factors checked below ( x ) would be potentially affected by this project, 
involving at least one impact that is a “Potentially Significant Impact” or “Less than Significant 
with Mitigation Incorporated” as indicated by the checklist on the following pages. 
 

 Aesthetics   Hazards & Hazardous Materials  Recreation 
 Agriculture & Forest Resources  Hydrology / Water Quality  Transportation 
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 Air Quality  Land Use / Planning  Tribal Cultural Resources 
 Biological Resources  Mineral Resources  Utilities / Service Systems 
 Cultural Resources  Noise  Wildfire 
 Energy  Paleontological Resources  Mandatory Findings of 

Significance 
 

 Geology / Soils  Population / Housing 
 Greenhouse Gas Emissions  Public Services 

 
 
III. DETERMINATION 
 
On the basis of this initial evaluation: 
A PREVIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT/NEGATIVE DECLARATION WAS NOT 
PREPARED 

  I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment, 
and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared. 

  I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, 
there will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the project, described in 
this document, have been made or agreed to by the project proponent.  A MITIGATED 
NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared. 

  I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required. 

 
A PREVIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT/NEGATIVE DECLARATION WAS 
PREPARED 

   I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, 
NO NEW ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION IS REQUIRED because (a) all potentially 
significant effects of the proposed project have been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or 
Negative Declaration pursuant to applicable legal standards, (b) all potentially significant effects 
of the proposed project have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or Negative 
Declaration, (c) the proposed project will not result in any new significant environmental effects 
not identified in the earlier EIR or Negative Declaration, (d) the proposed project will not 
substantially increase the severity of the environmental effects identified in the earlier EIR or 
Negative Declaration, (e) no considerably different mitigation measures have been identified 
and (f) no mitigation measures found infeasible have become feasible. 

   I find that although all potentially significant effects have been adequately analyzed in an 
earlier EIR or Negative Declaration pursuant to applicable legal standards, some changes or 
additions are necessary but none of the conditions described in California Code of Regulations, 
Section 15162 exist.  An ADDENDUM to a previously-certified EIR or Negative Declaration has 
been prepared and will be considered by the approving body or bodies. 

   I find that at least one of the conditions described in California Code of Regulations, Section 
15162 exist, but I further find that only minor additions or changes are necessary to make the 
previous EIR adequately apply to the project in the changed situation; therefore a 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required that need only 
contain the information necessary to make the previous EIR adequate for the project as revised. 

    I find that at least one of the following conditions described in California Code of 
Regulations, Section 15162, exist and a SUBSEQUENT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
REPORT is required: (1) Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will require 
major revisions of the previous EIR or negative declaration due to the involvement of new 
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IV. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES ASSESSMENT 
 
In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Public Resources Code Section 
21000-21178.1), this Initial Study has been prepared to analyze the proposed project to determine any 
potential significant impacts upon the environment that would result from construction and 
implementation of the project.  In accordance with California Code of Regulations, Section 15063, this 
Initial Study is a preliminary analysis prepared by the Lead Agency, the County of Riverside, in 
consultation with other jurisdictional agencies, to determine whether a Negative Declaration, Mitigated 
Negative Declaration, or an Environmental Impact Report is required for the proposed project.  The 
purpose of this Initial Study is to inform the decision-makers, affected agencies, and the public of 
potential environmental impacts associated with the implementation of the proposed project. 
 
 Potentially 

Significant 
Impact 

Less than 
Significant 

with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less 
Than 

Significant 
Impact 

No 
Impact 

AESTHETICS Would the project:     
1. Scenic Resources 

a) Have a substantial effect upon a scenic 
highway corridor within which it is located? 

    

b) Substantially damage scenic resources, 
including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings 
and unique or landmark features; obstruct any 
prominent scenic vista or view open to the public; or 
result in the creation of an aesthetically offensive site 
open to public view? 

    

c) In non-urbanized areas, substantially degrade 
the existing visual character or quality of public views 
of the site and its surroundings? (Public views are 
those that are experienced from publicly accessible 
vantage points.) If the project is in an urbanized area, 
would the project conflict with applicable zoning and 
other regulations governing scenic quality? 

    

Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure C-8 “Scenic Highways”; Thermal Ranch Specific 
Plan application; Environmental Site Survey conducted by Terra Nova Planning & Research, Inc. 
 
Setting:   The proposed Thermal Ranch Specific Plan Project is located in a predominantly flat rural 
agricultural area of the eastern Coachella Valley. The Project area provides significant views of the 
Santa Rosa Mountains to the west and southwest, the San Jacinto Mountains to the northwest, and the 
Mecca Hills and Little San Bernardino Mountains to the east and northeast. These features constitute 
scenic vistas for much of the eastern Coachella Valley.  
 
There are no significant scenic resources, such as trees, rock outcroppings and unique or landmark 
features, on the subject property or in the Project vicinity.  
 
The proposed Project will include residential and non-residential buildings of up to 65 feet in height. 
Equestrian event and some work areas will also include lighting for evening events and competitions. 
Development will occur along all four arterial roadways bounding the property. Surrounding 
development includes agriculture, equestrian, planned community development and scattered 
residential. The Specific Plan will detail lighting, building massing and other development parameters 
that may affect scenic resources in the area.  
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Findings of Fact:    
 
a)  No Impact. There are no officially designated or eligible state scenic highways in the Project 

area, nor any locally designated scenic corridor (ECVAP Figure 10). The nearest scenic highway 
is Highway 111 at Avenue 62, approximately 3.50 miles east of the Project site.  

 
b)  Less Than Significant Impact. There are no trees, rock outcroppings or unique or landmark 

features on the Project site. It is currently farmland, with associated structures such as shops 
and sheds in its center.  

 
 The Project site is located approximately 2.5 miles northeast of the Santa Rosa Mountains and 

more than six miles southwest of the Little San Bernardino Mountains, both ranges considered 
scenic vista for much of the Coachella Valley (Exhibit 1, 2, and 3). Significant scenic resources 
in the area consist of mid- and higher elevations of the Santa Rosa and Santa Jacinto Mountains 
to the northwest, west and south. Currently, the Project area consists of vacant land, mobile 
home parks, farms and related operations, scattered residential and planned community 
development to the northeast. While upper elevations of the mountains are visible from the 
subject property, their immediate scenic value is diminished to some extent by distance.   

 
 The Project proposes landscape buffers between bounding arterial roadways and on-site 

development. With the exception of commercial and resort commercial uses planned along 
Harrison Street where buildings up to 50 feet in height may occur, Project development along 
its perimeter will be relatively limited in height. With planned perimeter landscape buffers, the 
Project is not expected to result in the creation of an aesthetically offensive development that 
would also be open to public view. Therefore, Project impacts are expected to be less than 
significant. 

 
 Temporary visual impacts will include the presence of construction equipment and personnel, 

the movement of construction vehicles on area roadways and at vehicle staging areas, vehicle 
safety barriers, and material stockpiling. However, these activities will be temporary and end 
once construction is complete. Therefore, a less than significant impact is anticipated. 

 
c)  Less Than Significant With Mitigation. The Project site is in an area that can best be 

characterized as rural or non-urbanized, and urbanizing. Surrounding development is dominated 
by cultivated and fallow fields and a variety of agricultural buildings, but urbanization is 
proceeding to the north and east. The proposed Project would bound the subject site with 
decorative block walls and landscaping, and a variety of development including single-family 
homes, RV and modular workforce housing, resort condominiums and commercial services. At 
this writing it is uncertain whether or to what extent the proposed Project could substantially 
degrade the existing visual character or quality of public views of the site and its surroundings. 
Therefore, potential impacts could be significant. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
2. Mt. Palomar Observatory 

a) Interfere with the nighttime use of the Mt. Palomar 
Observatory, as protected through Riverside County 
Ordinance No. 655? 

    

Source(s):   GIS database, Ord. No. 655 (Regulating Light Pollution); Google Earth, 2022; Thermal 
Ranch Specific Plan application. 
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Setting: 
Mt. Palomar Observatory is a major scientific resource located in San Diego County approximately 5.5 
miles south of the Riverside County border and 45± miles southwest of the Project site. In general, 
astronomic observatories need to be sited at least 30 to 40 miles away from large, brightly lit areas, 
such as cities and other urban concentrations to ensure adequate dark skies for observing. To minimize 
nighttime light pollution within the region surrounding the observatory, the County of Riverside enforces 
Ordinance No. 655 (Regulating Light Pollution). This ordinance establishes two zones for specific 
lighting controls based on distance from the Observatory: Zone A encompasses a sphere with a 15-
mile radius; Zone B encompasses a 45-mile radius from the Observatory. The intent of the ordinance 
is to restrict urban lighting that could interfere with operations at the observatory.   
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a)  Less Than Significant With Mitigation. The Project site is located at the outer edge of the 45-

mile Zone B radius and is separated from the observatory by elevated terrain of the Santa Rosa 
and San Jacinto Mountains. The Project could generate relatively high levels of lighting. 
Therefore, the Project has the potential to cause impacts to the observatory which will be further 
assessed in the forthcoming EIR.  

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
3. Other Lighting Issues 

a) Create a new source of substantial light or glare 
which would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the 
area? 

    

b) Expose residential property to unacceptable light 
levels?     

 
Source(s):  Thermal Ranch Specific Plan application; Environmental Site Survey conducted by Terra 
Nova Planning & Research, Inc. 
 
Setting: 
As noted above, the Project planning area is predominantly rural but with increasingly urban uses in the 
vicinity, including the Thermal Club development to the northeast and the night-lite sports stadium of 
the Desert Mirage High School located 0.50 miles southeast of the Project site.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a, b)  Potentially Significant Impact. The proposed Project includes extensive equestrian facilities, 

including event venues where night lighting is expected to allow evening events. Commercial 
and resort lighting could also have significant adverse impacts on night skies if not properly 
managed. The Project EIR should further examine the potential adverse impacts Project lighting 
could have on night skies and on residential lands within and beyond the Project boundary. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
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AGRICULTURE & FOREST RESOURCES Would the project: 
4. Agriculture 

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or 
Farmland of Statewide Importance (Farmland) as shown on 
the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and 
Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to 
non-agricultural use? 

    

b) Conflict with existing agricultural zoning, agricultural 
use or with land subject to a Williamson Act contract or land 
within a Riverside County Agricultural Preserve? 

    

c) Cause development of non-agricultural uses within 
300 feet of agriculturally zoned property (Ordinance No. 625 
“Right-to-Farm”)? 

    

d) Involve other changes in the existing environment 
which, due to their location or nature, could result in 
conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure OS-2 “Agricultural Resources”; State of California 
Williamson Act Contract Lands, California Department of Conservation, 2017; Riverside County Land 
Information Service (Map My County) GIS database, Thermal Ranch Specific Plan application. 
 
Setting: 
The subject property is located in the agricultural region of the eastern Coachella Valley in central 
Riverside County. Agriculture is an industry of major economic importance to the valley, county and 
state. All but the southwest corner of the subject property is designated as Prime Farmland, the balance 
being designated as Farmland of State-wide Importance. Other lands surrounding the site also include 
Prime Farmland, Farmland of State-wide Importance, Unique Farmland and Farmland of Local 
Significance. The subject and surround agricultural lands are also served by imported Colorado River 
water provided by the Coachella Branch of the All-American Canal and associated facilities and 
irrigation distribution system operated by the US Bureau of Reclamation and CVWD.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a-d) Potentially Significant Impact. The proposed Project would result in the conversion of 
approximately 619.1± acres of Prime farmlands. The Project would necessitate a General Plan 
Amendment and Change of Zone, these and much of the surrounding lands being designated for 
agricultural uses. The subject property is not under a Williamson Act contract, and surrounding lands 
under a Williamson Act contract are limited to a small area south of the Project site and are designated 
as “Williamson Act Non-Renewal”. The proposed Project would constitute a major change in land use 
from agriculture to diverse urban development and the associated extension of public services and 
utilities. Therefore, the Project has the potential to also cause or induce conversion of other agricultural 
lands to other uses which will be further assessed in the forthcoming EIR. 
 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
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5. Forest 

a) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, 
forest land (as defined in Public Resources Code section 
12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public Resources Code 
section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production 
(as defined by Govt. Code section 51104(g))? 

    

b) Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest 
land to non-forest use? 

    

c) Involve other changes in the existing environment 
which, due to their location or nature, could result in con-
version of forest land to non-forest use? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure OS-3a “Forestry Resources Western Riverside 
County Parks, Forests, and Recreation Areas,” Figure OS-3b “Forestry Resources Eastern Riverside 
County Parks, Forests, and Recreation Areas,” Thermal Ranch Specific Plan application. 
 
Setting: 
Neither the Project site nor surrounding lands include forests or timberlands. 
 
Findings of Fact:  
 
a-c)  No Impact. The Project site does not contain any forested lands and Project area vegetation is 

limited to scattered agricultural crops, scattered trees, shrubs and ruderal growth along the 
roadway. Project lands are not zoned for forest land, timberland, or timberland zoned 
Timberland Production. There will be no conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of 
such lands. There are no forest lands or forest uses in the Project area. Therefore, the Project 
will have no direct or indirect impact on the conversion of forest land to non-forest use. 

 
Mitigation:   No mitigation is required.  
 
Monitoring:   No monitoring is required. 
 
 
AIR QUALITY Would the project: 
6. Air Quality Impacts 

a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the 
applicable air quality plan? 

    

b) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of 
any criteria pollutant for which the project region is non-
attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air 
quality standard? 

    

c) Expose sensitive receptors, which are located within 
one (1) mile of the project site, to substantial pollutant 
concentrations? 

    

d) Result in other emissions (such as those leading to 
odors) adversely affecting a substantial number of people?     
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Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan, Riverside County Climate Action Plan (“CAP”), SCAQMD 
CEQA Air Quality Handbook; “Air Quality Management Plan 2016,” South Coast Air Quality 
Management District; “Coachella Valley PM10 State Implementation Plan,” 2003; “EPA Green Book 
Designated Non-Attainment Areas for All Criteria Pollutants,” as of December 5, 2013; “Table C-1: 2006-
2008 Thresholds for Construction and Operation,” South Coast Air Quality Management District, revised 
October 21, 2009; Riverside County General Plan/Eastern Coachella Valley Community Plan, 
2004.Thermal Ranch Specific Plan application. 
 
Setting: 
Regional and local agencies have assumed some responsibility for assuring that state and federal air 
quality standards are achieved. For the Coachella Valley, the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District (SCAQMD) is responsible for establishing air quality measurement criteria and relevant 
management policies for the Salton Sea Air Basin (SSAB). The 2003 PM10 Coachella Valley State 
Implementation Plan (CVSIP) was jointly developed by the SCAQMD, Coachella Valley Association of 
Governments (CVAG) and its member jurisdictions (including the County) and was approved by the 
USEPA. The 2003 PM10 CVSIP updated the 1990 plan, which was drafted as a requirement of the 
federal Clean Air Act to demonstrate expeditious attainment of PM10 standards.1 On April 18, 2003, 
USEPA approved the updated CVSIP.  
 
The SSAB, including the Coachella Valley, is subject to the provisions of the SCAQMD Rule Book,2 
which sets forth policies and other measures designed to meet federal and state ambient air quality 
standards. These rules, along with SCAQMD’s 2016 Air Quality Management Plan are intended to 
satisfy the planning requirements of both the federal and state Clean Air Acts. The SCAQMD also 
monitors daily pollutant levels and meteorological conditions throughout the District.  
 
Air Quality Standards 
Federal and state air quality standards established for specific pollutants, which are called “criteria 
pollutants,” are designed to protect the general population and especially that segment of the population 
that is most susceptible to respiratory distress or infection, including the elderly, children, asthmatics, 
or those weak from disease or illness. The following air pollutants are collectively known as criteria air 
pollutants and are defined as those pollutants for which established air quality standards have been 
adopted by federal and state governments: 
 
Ozone (O3) is a pungent, colorless, toxic gas, and a component of photochemical smog. It is formed 
when byproducts of combustion react in the presence of ultraviolet sunlight. This process takes place 
in the atmosphere where oxides of nitrogen combine with reactive organic gases, such as 
hydrocarbons. Exposure to ozone can result in diminished breathing capacity, increased sensitivity to 
infections, and inflammation of the lung tissue. Children and people with pre-existing lung disease are 
most susceptible to the effects of ozone.  
 
Carbon Monoxide (CO) is a colorless, odorless, toxic gas and a byproduct from the partial combustion 
of fossil fuels, most notably from automobiles and other motor vehicles. Carbon monoxide passes 
through the lungs directly into the blood stream and reduces the amount of oxygen reaching the vital 
organs, such as the heart, brain and tissues. In high concentrations, carbon monoxide can contribute 
to the development of heart disease, anemia, and impaired psychological behavior. Individuals that 
have heart and blood diseases, smokers, babies in utero, and people with chronic hypoxemia are most 
susceptible to the effects of CO. The SSAB is in non-attainment for the federal 8-hour O3 standard. 

 
1  2003 Coachella Valley PM10 State Implementation Plan, August 1, 2003. 
2  South Coast Air Quality Management District Rules and Regulations, Adopted February 4, 1977. 
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Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) includes Nitric oxide (NO) and Nitrogen dioxide (NO2), which are the primary 
oxides of nitrogen, and combined are known as nitrogen oxides. These oxides are produced at high 
temperatures during combustion as byproducts of motor vehicles, power plants, and off-road 
equipment. NOx contributes to the formation of ozone serving as the primary receptor of ultraviolet light 
and initiating the photochemical reaction. Short-term exposure to nitrogen dioxide can result in airway 
constriction, diminished lung capacity, and is highly toxic by inhalation. Populations living near roadways 
are more likely to experience effects of nitrogen oxides due to elevated exposure to motor vehicle 
exhaust. The SSAB is in attainment for NO2. 
 
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) results from the combustion of high-sulfur content fuels, such as coal and 
petroleum. Sources include motor vehicle fuel combustion, chemical manufacturing plants, and sulfur 
recovery plants. Sulfur dioxide is a colorless, pungent, extremely irritating gas that can cause airway 
constriction and severe breathing difficulties in asthmatics. High levels of exposure can cause fluid 
accumulation in the lungs, damage to lung tissue, and sloughing off of cells lining the respiratory tract. 
The SSAB is in attainment for SO2. 
 
Particulate Matter (PM10 and PM2.5) consist of fine suspended particles of ten microns or smaller in 
diameter, and are the byproducts of road dust, sand, diesel soot, windstorms, and the abrasion of tires 
and brakes. The elderly, children and adults with pre-existing respiratory or cardiovascular disease are 
most susceptible to the effects of PM. Elevated PM10 and PM2.5 levels are also associated with an 
increase in mortality rates, respiratory infections, occurrences and severity of asthma attacks and 
hospital admissions. The SSAB is a non- attainment area for PM10 and is classified as 
attainment/unclassifiable for PM2.5. 
 
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) are also known as Reactive Organic Gas (ROG). This class of 
pollutants has no state or federal ambient air quality standards and is not classified as criteria pollutants; 
however, they are regulated because they are responsible for contributing to the formation of ozone. 
They also contribute to higher PM10 levels because they transform into organic aerosols when released 
into the atmosphere. VOCs pose a health threat when people are exposed to high concentrations. 
Benzene, for example, is a hydrogen component of VOC emissions known to be a carcinogen.  
 
Lead (Pb) occurs in the atmosphere as particulate matter resulting from the manufacturing of batteries, 
paint, ink, and ammunition. Exposure to lead can result in anemia, kidney disease, gastrointestinal 
dysfunction, and neuromuscular and neurological disorders. Babies in utero, infants, and children are 
especially susceptible to health risks associated with exposure to lead by impacting the central nervous 
system and cause learning disorders. The SSAB is in attainment for lead. 
 
Attainment Criteria 
The air quality of a particular locale is considered to be in attainment if the measured ambient air 
pollutant levels for O3, CO, SO2 (1-hour and 24-hour), NO2, and PM10 and PM2.5 are not exceeded and 
all other standards are not equaled or exceeded at any time in any consecutive three-year period. 
Attainment also assumes the national standards (other than O3, PM10, and those based on annual 
averages or arithmetic mean) are not exceeded more than once per year. The O3 standard is in 
attainment when the fourth highest eight-hour concentration in a year, averaged over three years, is 
equal to or less than the standard. For PM10, the 24-hour standard is attained when 99 percent of the 
daily concentrations, averaged over three years, are equal to or less than the standard. 
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Table 2: Salton Sea Air Basin Designation Status 
Criteria Pollutants Federal Designation State Designation 

Ozone – 8-hour 
standard 

Nonattainment Nonattainment 

Carbon Monoxide Attainment Attainment 
Nitrogen Dioxide Attainment Attainment 
Sulfur Dioxide Attainment Attainment 
PM10 Nonattainment Nonattainment 
PM2.5 Attainment Attainment1 

Lead Attainment Attainment 
1 City of Calexico is classified as non-attainment area.  
  Source: EPA Green Book, November 30, 2020; CARB, July 2019.  

 
Table3: Emissions Thresholds for SCAQMD 

Criteria Pollutant  Daily Threshold (pounds) 
Carbon Monoxide (CO) 550 
Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) 100 
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)  75 
Oxides of Sulfur (SOx)  150 
Particulate Matter (PM10) 150 
Particulate Matter (PM2.5) 55 
Source: SCAQMD daily thresholds for construction and operation within 
the Coachella Valley, April 2019. 

 
Findings of Fact: The subject 619.1±-acre property is currently in active cultivation and is subject to 
seasonal disturbance and susceptibility to wind and water erosion. Surrounding lands are in a variety 
of uses with agriculture being predominant, and also with fallow natural areas, as well as several 
equestrian uses, scattered residential, the Thermal Club to the immediate northeast and the CVUSD 
Mirage High School and Las Palmas Elementary Schools to the southwest. Lands of the Torres-
Martinez Tribe are located immediately south of the subject property. 
 
a) Potentially Significant Impact. Unincorporated County lands, including the Project planning 

area, are subject to the provisions of the 2016 South Coast Air Quality Management District 
(SCAQMD) Air Quality Management Plan, which describes the District’s plan to achieve Federal 
and State air quality standards set forth in Federal and State Clean Air Acts. The eastern 
Coachella Valley is located in the Salton Sea Air Basin (SSAB) and is subject to the rules and 
regulations imposed by the SCAQMD, including Rule 403-1, which governs fugitive dust 
emissions from construction within the Coachella Valley. The Project will result in a substantial 
change in land use. The current SCAQMD plans for the Coachella Valley are based, in part, on 
the land use designations that were in place when the plans were drafted. The intensification in 
land use proposed for the Project site has the potential to be inconsistent with the SCAQMD 
plans. This potential will be further analyzed in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
b, c) Potentially Significant Impact. An impact is considered potentially significant if concentrations 

of emissions exceed the State or Federal Ambient Air Quality Standards. The two primary 
pollutants of concern in the Coachella Valley, are ozone (O3) and particulate matter (PM10 and 
PM2.5).  
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 South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), in conjunction with the Coachella 
Valley Association of Governments (CVAG), Riverside County and other local jurisdictions, 
prepared the “2003 Coachella Valley PM10 State Implementation Plan,” which includes PM10 
control program enhancements and requests an extension of the region’s PM10 attainment date. 
The Coachella Valley is designated as a serious non-attainment area for PM10 and is subject to 
the 2003 State Implementation Plan (SIP) and local dust control regulations and guidelines. A 
State Implementation Plan that addresses how Southern California will meet federal standards 
for finer particulate matter (PM2.5) was adopted in 2007. The Coachella Valley is designated as 
unclassifiable/attainment for PM2.5.  

 
 At this time, it is not known whether or to what extent development and improvements facilitated 

by the proposed Project will impact non-attainment criteria pollutants, or whether they will 
expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant emissions. The County has determined that 
an air quality study and report should be prepared to further evaluate the potential for significant 
levels of air pollutants related to the Project. To determine if the Project has the potential to 
result in significant adverse localized air quality impacts, the appropriate Localized Significance 
Threshold (LST) Look-Up Table for SRA 30 (Coachella Valley) should be utilized. LSTs will be 
evaluated and summarized in the aforementioned air quality impact analysis and presented in 
the forthcoming EIR. Potential air quality impacts will be assessed in an air quality analysis and 
further documented in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
d) Potentially Significant Impact. Development and improvements facilitated by the proposed 

Project, including the equestrian center and related operations, have the potential to result in 
short-term and long-term odors. While construction-related odors would be temporary and 
quickly dispersed below detectable levels as distance from the construction area increases, 
equestrian operations could pose a long-term impact to local air quality and should be further 
considered and assessed. During operation, development facilitated by the proposed Project in 
addition to the equestrian facilities will include restaurants and other uses that could emit odors. 
Impacts will be evaluated in the forthcoming EIR.   

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES  Would the project: 
7. Wildlife & Vegetation 

a) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat 
Conservation Plan, Natural Conservation Community Plan, 
or other approved local, regional, or state conservation plan? 

    

b) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or 
through habitat modifications, on any endangered, or 
threatened species, as listed in Title 14 of the California 
Code of Regulations (Sections 670.2 or 670.5) or in Title 50, 
Code of Federal Regulations (Sections 17.11 or 17.12)? 

    

c) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or 
through habitat modifications, on any species identified as a 
candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or 
regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife or U. S. Wildlife Service? 
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d) Interfere substantially with the movement of any 
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with 
established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or 
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites? 

    

e) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian 
habitat or other sensitive natural community identified in local 
or regional plans, policies, and regulations or by the 
California Department of Fish and Wildlife or U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service? 

    

f) Have a substantial adverse effect on State or 
federally protected wetlands (including, but not limited to, 
marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, 
filling, hydrological interruption, or other means? 

    

g) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances 
protecting biological resources, such as a tree preservation 
policy or ordinance? 

    

 
Source(s): Coachella Valley Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan, September 2008; “County of 
Riverside General Plan, Eastern Coachella Valley Area Plan, 2015., On-site Inspection; Thermal Ranch 
Specific Plan application. 
 
Setting: 
The subject 619.1±-acre property is fully in active cultivation and has been for several decades. The 
site also houses four outbuildings and a maintenance shed but is otherwise vacant. On the south, the 
site is bounded by the future Avenue 64 and lands owned by CVWD and serving local agricultural 
drainage. Lands to the south and west include a mix of native and non-native vegetation. The subject 
and surrounding properties are located within the boundaries of the Coachella Valley MSHCP and 
approximately 2.25 miles northeast of the Santa Rosa and San Jacinto Mountains Conservation Area 
(CA), which is comprised primarily of Sonoran creosote scrub and desert dry wash woodland on lower 
elevations, and Sonoran mixed wood and succulent scrub in the upper elevations. The site is also 
located approximately three miles northwest of the Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel and Delta 
Conservation Area, which comprised predominantly of desert saltbush scrub, mesquite hummocks and 
desert sink scrub.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation. The proposed Project involves the development of an 

equestrian-oriented mixed-use community that will include a full range of equestrian facilities, 
including barns and stables, haybarns and other storage buildings, event space and related 
commercial space which will occupy approximately half the site. The balance of the development 
will include estate homes, a variety of single-family homes, commercial and resort commercial 
uses, workforce housing and RV park. The proposed Project is located within the boundaries of 
the Coachella Valley MSHCP and would be subject to the development impact fee established 
by the CVMSHCP. The forthcoming EIR will determine whether and to what extent buildout of 
the Specific Plan will conflict with the CVMSHCP, and further evaluate the potential for 
development facilitated by the proposed Project to adversely affect sensitive biological 
resources. 
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b-c) Less Than Significant With Mitigation. Approximately 15 sensitive biological species are 
known to occur, or could potentially occur, in the project vicinity, including burrowing owl (Athene 
cunicularia), Crissal Thrasher (Toxostoma crissale), other sensitive bird species, including the 
southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus) and the Loggerhead Shrike (Lanius 
ludovicianus). Burrowing owls have been detected in the project vicinity. Both the shrike and owl 
are designated California Species of Special Concern and are protected by the federal Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act. Other sensitive species that could occur in the project vicinity include Couch’s 
Spadefoot (Scaphiopus couchii). Potential impacts to sensitive plant and wildlife species and 
habitats in the area shall be fully evaluated in the forthcoming EIR. 

  
d) Less Than Significant With Mitigation. The subject property is currently open agricultural 

lands that is unfenced and fully accessible to a variety of wildlife. This condition also occurs on 
most of the surrounding lands, which include disturbed lands, lands in cultivation and native 
undisturbed lands. It is uncertain whether the proposed Project will impede the use of the land 
by migratory species, or native wildlife nurseries in the planning area.  

 
 The Project could result in direct and indirect adverse impacts to nearby but off-site migratory 

birds. All nesting birds are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). To comply with 
the MBTA, site disturbances that occur between February 1 and August 31 and have the 
potential to impact nesting birds may require a biologist to conduct nesting bird surveys. 
Construction outside the January 1 and August 31 period or implementation of the surveys and 
appropriate avoidance measures may help to ensure that potential impacts to nesting birds are 
reduced to less than significant levels. Nonetheless, potential impacts to the movement of any 
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species will be fully evaluated in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
e) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  It is uncertain whether the proposed Project could 

have a substantial adverse effect on any sensitive natural community identified in the 
CVMSHCP or other local or regional plans, policies, and regulations. The Project could 
potentially introduce a wide variety of landscape materials to the site, which could include 
invasive species if not properly addressed in Project design standards and guidelines. Potential 
impacts are mitigable with approval of and adherence to an approved plant list. The Project EIR 
will also evaluate indirect effects from the proposed Project, including its proposed plant list.   

 
f-g)  No Impact.  There are no wetlands, marshes or vernal pools on or in the vicinity of the Project 

site. No impact will occur. 
 
 The County is a permittee under the CVMSHCP/NCCP; a comprehensive regional plan that 

addresses the conservation needs of a variety of wildlife species in the Coachella Valley region. 
The Project site is located within the CVMSHCP/NCCP planning area, but is not located within 
a CVMSHCP conservation area and it is anticipated that on-site habitat has been removed over 
the course of decades of active cultivation. Nonetheless, a biological resources study is being 
prepared for the proposed Project site and its findings will be evaluated in the forthcoming EIR 
for the Proposed Project.   

 
Mitigation Measures: See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting:  See forthcoming EIR. 
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CULTURAL RESOURCES  Would the project: 
8. Historic Resources 

a) Alter or destroy a historic site?     

b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the 
significance of a historical resource, pursuant to California 
Code of Regulations, Section 15064.5? 

    

 
Source(s):   On-site reconnaissance survey; County of Riverside General Plan, Eastern Coachella 
Valley Area Plan 2015; Project Application Materials 
 
Setting: 
The Project site encompasses 619.1± acres generally located between the Santa Rosa foothills and 
the Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel; the entire subject site is in active cultivation and has been 
for several decades. The site is occupied by five agricultural out-buildings, include hay sheds and an 
equipment/shop building, all of which date from at least 1985 (Google Earth). The age of these existing 
structures has not yet been determined. There is no evidence of building foundations or other structures 
that might imply earlier development or occupation during historic times. Surrounding lands have mostly 
been disturbed for agriculture and other uses for many years.  
 
The subject property does not appear to harbor nor is it located near important historic structures that 
could be affected directly or indirectly by the proposed Project. Nonetheless, a cultural (historic and 
archaeological) resources survey and report are being prepared for the proposed Project site and its 
findings will be incorporated into the forthcoming Environmental Impact Report.  
 
Findings of Fact:  While it is unlikely that historic sites or structures have occurred on the subject 
property, the identification of important historic sites and structures elsewhere in the area warrant a 
more comprehensive assessment of the site for potentially significant resources of historic value to the 
community.  
 
A, b) Less Than Significant Impact. Based upon current knowledge of the subject and surrounding 
properties, there is a low possibility that the subject property harbors significant historic resources. 
Project impacts are expected to be less than significant. Nonetheless, a cultural (historic and 
archaeological) resources survey and report are being prepared on the proposed Project and its findings 
will be incorporated into the forthcoming Draft Environmental Impact Report.  
 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
9. Archaeological Resources 

a) Alter or destroy an archaeological site?     

b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the 
significance of an archaeological resource, pursuant to 
California Code of Regulations, Section 15064.5? 

    

c) Disturb any human remains, including those interred 
outside of formal cemeteries?     

Source(s):  Riverside County General Plan, ECVAP and General Plan EIR, 21015; On-Site Inspection, Project 
Application Materials,  
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Setting: 
The subject property is vacant and has been in active cultivation for several decades. The site is also 
occupied by what appear to be modern era agricultural out-buildings. Surrounding lands include 
extensive agricultural lands, both active and fallow, as well as heretofore undisturbed lands adjacent to 
and in proximity of the Project site that include stands of mesquite that may have served as an important 
food source for native Cahuilla peoples. Lands within the Reservation boundary of the Torres-Martinez 
Desert Cahuilla Indians are located immediately south, a short distance west and southeast of the 
subject property.  
 
In the Project vicinity, numerous Native American cultural resources have been found and documented, 
including fish traps, pottery scatters, grinding rocks, trail segments, and rock cairn features. While the 
Project planning area does not provide perennial or even seasonal waters sources, native habitat 
probably provided valuable food and fiber resources.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a, b) Less Than Significant With Mitigation. Archaeological resources can be buried or otherwise 

made obscure by land disturbance, including activities associated with agriculture and other 
types of disturbance and development. Therefore, the existing and long-established cultivation 
of the subject property does not preclude the harboring of sensitive or significant archaeological 
resources. Therefore, a cultural (historic and archaeological) resources survey and report are 
being prepared on the proposed Project and its findings will be incorporated into the forthcoming 
Environmental Impact Report. 

 
c) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  Any surface evidence of historic or prehistoric human 

burials or cremations has been erased by the years of agricultural activity, including the 
installation of irrigation lines and tile drains, annual discing and other site preparations for 
growing. Nonetheless, a professional archaeologist may be able to detect signs of burial or 
cremation. While surface evidence may not be identified, mitigation could include site monitoring 
during ground disturbances. The forthcoming EIR should address this potential and provide 
appropriate mitigation and monitoring.  

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
ENERGY  Would the project: 
10. Energy Impacts 

a) Result in potentially significant environmental 
impacts due to wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary 
consumption of energy resources, during project 
construction or operation? 

    

b) Conflict with or obstruct a State or Local plan for 
renewable energy or energy efficiency?     

Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan, Riverside County Climate Action Plan (“CAP”); Meeting 
California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard, IID, July 2018; Project Application Materials. 
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Setting:  
 
Electricity 
Primary energy sources include fossil fuels (oil, coal and natural gas), nuclear, and renewable sources 
such as wind, solar, geothermal, and hydropower. In addition to utility-provided electrical power, many 
homes and business are installing rooftop solar and storage, and new construction and renovation is 
required to conform to the state’s strict green building code, which further serves to ensure that energy 
resources are used economically and wisely. Both the regulatory environment and the economy have 
moved aggressively toward greater energy efficiency and reliance on non-polluting renewables sources. 
 
The Project site is located within the electric power service boundaries of the Imperial Irrigation District 
(IID). IID is California’s sixth-largest electrical utility, and its third largest public power utility. IID began 
generating and distributing electricity in 1936, using small hydropower units it installed along its own 
system of irrigation canals. The IID 2020 power mix is comprised of 41% “eligible” renewable sources 
(including biomass and biowaste), 28.5% natural gas, 3.5% nuclear and 21.2% identified as unspecified 
sources for power purchased on the open market.  
 
Natural Gas 
Natural gas services in the Project area are provided in the Coachella Valley by Southern California 
Gas Company (SoCalGas). Natural gas supplies are transported from Texas to the Coachella Valley 
through three east-west trending gas lines, which cross the valley near and parallel to Interstate-10 and 
continue west to Los Angeles. The pipelines include one 30-inch line and two 24-inch lines, with 
pressures of 2,000 pounds per square inch (psi). There is currently no natural gas service in the Project. 
The closest high pressure natural gas lines are located within the Highway 111 right of way 
approximately 3 miles east of the Project site, and in Monroe Street at Ave 54 3 miles to the north of 
the site. At this time, it is not known whether lower pressure distribution lines extend to the Project 
vicinity. 
 
Alternative Energy  
IID continues to meet or exceed California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard primarily with local 
resources. As noted above, in 2020 IID’s power mix included 41% renewable sources. There is also 
large-scale wind power production in the Coachella Valley. There are no utility-scale renewable energy 
facilities in the Project area. It should be noted that SoCalGas is developing “green” sources of natural 
gas that may reduce GHG and other emissions associated with its use.  
 
The Project has the potential to generate substantial electric power on-site through the use of roof-top 
solar photovoltaic systems, solar thermal for hot water, process heat and by other means.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a, b) Less Than Significant With Mitigation. Environmental and societal issues associated with 

energy sources, efficiency of use and associated emissions of criteria pollutants and 
greenhouse gases (GHGs) is a central focus of land use and environmental planning. The 
proposed Project would constitute a substantial new demand for energy for a wide range of 
uses, including space heating and cooking, lighting, hot water, process heat, and electric power. 
It is not yet known whether or to what extent the construction and/or operation of the proposed 
Project could significantly impact the environment as a result of wasteful, inefficient, or 
unnecessary consumption of energy resources. Uses will range from a substantial equestrian 
center with up to 2,700 horses on site at one time, up to 4,541 residents, 275,000 square feet 
of commercial space and hotel and other resort uses, and 10,000 square feet of office space. 
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The Project Specific Plan will discuss sustainability, including energy production and use. The 
Specific Plan’s policies, standards and guidelines will be analyzed in the EIR. At that time, 
mitigation measures, if needed, will be included in the EIR. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
GEOLOGY AND SOILS  Would the project directly or indirectly:  
11. Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone or County 

Fault Hazard Zones 
a) Be subject to rupture of a known earthquake fault, 

as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake 
Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area 
or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure S-2 “Earthquake Fault Study Zones,” GIS database; 
Updated Geotechnical Report, Equestrian Estates Development, Petra Geosciences, April 13, 2022; 
Guidelines For Evaluating And Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California”, Special Publication 117, 2008. 
 
Setting:  
The proposed Project is located within a central portion of the Coachella Valley, which is a rift valley 
associated with the San Andreas Fault System in Southern California. The valley is located in the 
northwestern portion of the Salton Trough, a tectonic depression roughly 130 miles long and 70 miles 
wide that extends from the San Gorgonio Pass to the Gulf of Mexico. Tectonically, the valley is a deep 
fault graben formed by tectonic movement along the San Andreas Fault (SAF), a continental transform 
fault that extends roughly 808 miles through California. SAF forms the tectonic boundary between the 
Pacific and North American tectonic plates, which are sliding past one another at a rate of about 50 
millimeters per year. It is a complex strike-slip fault that represents a continuous zone of faulting from 
the San Francisco area to the Salton Sea. Motion accommodated by the fault zone is distributed along 
a complex system of interrelated faults. The local segment of the SAF has not produced any large 
surface-rupturing earthquakes in historic times. This fault segment has the potential to generate a 
magnitude 7.2 earthquake and peak ground accelerations in the Coachella/Thermal area greater than 
0.5g. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) No Impact.  The nearest Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone is associated with the San 

Andreas Fault approximately 5.5 miles northeast of the Project site. The subject property is not 
located within, or in proximity to, an Alquist-Priolo Zone, nor are any other active or potentially 
active faults located in proximity of the subject property. Therefore, no impacts associated with 
fault rupture will occur onsite.  

 
Mitigation:   None required. 
 
Monitoring:   None required. 
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12. Liquefaction Potential Zone  
a) Be subject to seismic-related ground failure, 

including liquefaction? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure S-3 “Generalized Liquefaction,” Geology Report 
 
Setting: 
The subject property and a substantial portion of lands on the valley floor in the eastern Coachella 
Valley are subject to a liquefaction hazard. Liquefaction occurs primarily in saturated, loose, fine- to 
medium-grained soils in areas where the groundwater table is within approximately 50 feet of the 
surface. The Project site is mapped in a “High” Liquefaction Zone as set forth in the ECVAP (Chapter 6 
Figure 14) due to shallow groundwater and susceptible sediments. Distance from areas of active faulting 
may serve to reduce the liquefaction potential in this area.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  While the physical conditions that create a liquefaction 

hazard cannot be easily modified, specific methods of construction can substantially address 
these hazards and ensure the integrity of structures if liquefaction occurs. These include 
optimum soil compaction, use of spreads footings to reduce foundation distortion during a 
seismic event with on-site liquefaction, and by other means. A Project-specific geotechnical 
report is being prepared which will further assess the Project’s vulnerability to geotechnical 
hazards. The Project geotechnical report and EIR will evaluate the potential liquefaction hazard 
in greater detail and set forth mitigation that can reduce this hazard. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
 
 
13. Ground-shaking Zone 

a) Be subject to strong seismic ground shaking?     

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure S-4 “Earthquake-Induced Slope Instability Map,” 
and Figures S-13 through S-21 (showing General Ground Shaking Risk); Updated Geotechnical Report, 
Equestrian Estates Development, Petra Geosciences, April 13, 2022; Guidelines For Evaluating And 
Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California”, Special Publication 117, 2008. 
 
Setting: 
The subject property and the entire Coachella Valley are subject to significant ground shaking during a 
major earthquake on a nearby fault. The San Andreas Fault is capable of generating a moment 
magnitude 7.4 earthquake. At least two active branches of the San Andreas Fault Zone pass 
northwest/southeast through the valley and occur within 5.5 miles of the site. The Project planning area 
could be significantly affected by ground shaking due to faulting along the San Andreas Fault Zone. 
Other faults in the region, such as the San Jacinto and San Gorgonio Pass faults, also have the potential 
to produce strong ground shaking in the Project area.  
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Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation. The planning area would be exposed to strong ground 

shaking during a major quake on nearby faults, and could expose people and structures to risks 
associated with strong seismic ground shaking. A variety of foundation and building construction 
methods can be used to reduce the effects of strong ground shaking and increase the integrity 
of building and other structures during such events. The forthcoming EIR will consider site and 
building design and engineering that mitigates the ground shaking threat in the area.   

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
14. Landslide Risk 

a) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is 
unstable, or that would become unstable as a result of the 
project, and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, 
lateral spreading, collapse, or rockfall hazards? 

    

 
Source(s):   On-site Inspection, Riverside County General Plan Figure S-5 “Regions Underlain by Steep 
Slope”; Updated Geotechnical Report, Equestrian Estates Development, Petra Geosciences, April 13, 
2022; Guidelines For Evaluating And Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California”, Special Publication 117, 
2008. 
 
Setting: 
The subject property is essentially flat with a mild gradient to the south and southeast, which is 
consistent with the area-wide agricultural drain system that serves the subject and surrounding 
properties. Therefore, there will be no threat of landslides on the site as a function of site topography. 
However, these soils are described as generally consisting of unconsolidated, very fine-grained sand 
and silty sand and trenches and excavations in such soils can result in slope failure. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  As noted, the subject property has a mild gradient 

consistent with the area-wide agricultural drain system that serves the subject and surrounding 
properties. Therefore, there will be no threat of landslides on the site as a function of site 
topography. However, site development that may result in temporary excavations varying up to 
a depth of up to 8± feet, with potentially deeper localized removals. Based on the physical 
properties of the onsite soils, temporary excavations exceeding 4 feet in height could collapse 
and should be cut back based on the stability of the temporary slopes. Applicable requirements 
of the California Construction and General Industry Safety Orders, the Occupational Safety and 
Health act of 1970 and the Construction Safety Act should also be followed. Therefore, hazards 
associated with landslide or slope failure can be mitigated to less than significant levels with 
properly prescribed grading and excavation protocols. This hazard and appropriate mitigation 
measures will be discussed in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
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15. Ground Subsidence 
a) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is 

unstable, or that would become unstable as a result of the 
project, and potentially result in ground subsidence? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure S-7 “Documented Subsidence Areas Map; 
Coachella Valley Water Management Plan”, Coachella Valley Water District, January 2012; Updated 
Geotechnical Report, Equestrian Estates Development, Petra Geosciences, April 13, 2022; Guidelines 
For Evaluating And Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California”, Special Publication 117, 2008. 
 
Setting: 
Ground subsidence is the gradual settling or sinking of the ground surface with little or no horizontal 
movement. During this process, water contained in subsurface clay layers is squeezed out, and the clay 
is compacted by the weight of overlying sediments. Subsidence can result in structural damage to 
structures that are sensitive to slight changes in elevation, such as larger buildings, canals and channel 
lining, and wells. Subsidence can also result in changes to surface drainage, reductions in aquifer 
storage capacity, and the formation of earth fissures.  
 
In the Coachella Valley and at the subject and surrounding properties, subsidence is primarily 
associated with long-term groundwater extraction, although it may also be induced by strong seismic 
groundshaking. Regional subsidence is most likely to occur in the central and southeasterly portions of 
the Valley, which are underlain by numerous clay layers that separate water-producing zones. Land at 
or near the Valley margins is also particularly susceptible to subsidence.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation. Preliminary geotechnical analysis, including soils 

analysis, indicates that on-site soils have the potential for shrinkage and subsidence of between 
19% and 25% with proper excavation and recompaction. Therefore, hazards associated with 
soil subsidence can be mitigated to less than significant levels with properly prescribed grading, 
excavation and recompaction protocols. This hazard and appropriate mitigation measures will 
be discussed in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
16. Other Geologic Hazards 

a) Be subject to geologic hazards, such as seiche, 
mudflow, or volcanic hazard? 

    

 
Source(s):   On-site Inspection; Project Application Materials; Updated Geotechnical Report, 
Equestrian Estates Development, Petra Geosciences, April 13, 2022; Guidelines For Evaluating And 
Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California”, Special Publication 117, 2008. 
 
Setting: 
The subject property is located east of the east margin of the Santa Rosa Mountains on the valley floor. 
The site is not located near any large body of water that could be subject to seiching or cause associated 
flooding in the area. Neither is the site in proximity of any volcanic or related hazard area, being located 
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approximately 40 miles northwest of the Salton Sea volcanic region where cinder cone, mud pots and 
other signs of volcanic and magmatic hazards are known to exist. Neither is the subject property subject 
to mud flows associated with unstable unconsolidated slopes or in areas of steep slopes denuded by 
fire. Other geological hazards that occur in the Project vicinity have a less than significant potential to 
affect the subject property. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) No Impact. The Project site is not within an area of influence for seiche, mudflow or volcanic 

hazards. It occurs in the center of the east valley, on flat topography with no water body or slope 
in its vicinity. There is no potential for any of these geologic hazards, and no impact will occur.   

 
Mitigation:   None required. 
 
Monitoring:   None required. 
 
 
 
17. Slopes 

a) Change topography or ground surface relief 
features? 

    

b) Create cut or fill slopes greater than 2:1 or higher 
than 10 feet?     

c) Result in grading that affects or negates 
subsurface sewage disposal systems?      

 
Source(s):  Riv. Co. 800-Scale Slope Maps;  On-site Inspection; Project Application Materials; Updated 
Geotechnical Report, Equestrian Estates Development, Petra Geosciences, April 13, 2022. 
 
Setting: 
The subject property has a mild gradient consistent with the area-wide agricultural drain system that 
serves the subject and surrounding properties. The Project grading generally respects the existing 
topography and no manufactured slopes are proposed.  
 
Findings of Fact:   
 
a, b, c) Less Than Significant. The subject property is essentially flat and gently slopes to the 

southeast. The proposed Project calls for the general maintenance of the current site topography 
and plans to connect to the CVWD sanitary sewer system negating the need for on-site septic. 
There will be limited and less than significant impacts associated either slopes, either natural or 
manufactured. No slopes greater than 2:1 are planned. In some locations and for some 
improvements, trenching may require standard shoring during installation of infrastructure. 
Project grading is not anticipated to affect on-site soil conditions or depth to groundwater. These 
conditions and potential hazards will be further assessed in the forthcoming EIR.  

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
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18. Soils 

a) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of 
topsoil? 

    

b) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Section 
1803.5.3 of the California Building Code (2019), creating 
substantial direct or indirect risks to life or property? 

    

c) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting use 
of septic tanks or alternative waste water disposal systems 
where sewers are not available for the disposal of waste 
water? 

    

 
Source(s):   U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service Soil Surveys, Project Application Materials, On-site 
Inspection, Soils Report 
 
Setting: 
The subject property and surrounding areas are underlain by geologically young (late-Quaternary) 
alluvial deposits. These soils are described as generally consisting of unconsolidated, very fine-grained 
sand and silty sand. Near-surface soils are classified as sandy Silt (SM-ML), silty Sand (SM), and low 
plasticity Silt (ML) with minimal clay encountered. Based on these soil classifications, the site soils are 
considered Very Low in expansion potential (Expansion Index not greater than 20). The subject property 
and surrounding lands are identified as having a high potential for wind erosion. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation: The soils and occasionally windy conditions at the 

subject and surrounding properties create a high potential for significant soils erosion during all 
stages of site disturbance and development. A wide range of best management practices are 
available that can be applied during site grading, excavation and other soil-disturbing activities 
that can effectively mitigate this erosion potential which will be evaluated in the forthcoming EIR. 
Related measures are also set forth in the air quality discussion of this IS and the forthcoming 
EIR.  

 
b,) Less Than Significant Impact: Soils on the subject property are expected to have limited clay 

components or to thus be of an expansive nature. On-site soils are generally sandy Silt (SM-
ML), silty Sand (SM), and low plasticity Silt (ML) with minimal clay encountered. Nevertheless, 
the results of the site-specific geotechnical analysis will be analyzed in the EIR. 

 
c) No Impact. While site conditions, including site soils and elevated groundwater, would be a 

constraint on the use of on-site septic tanks, the proposed project will connect to the CVWD 
wastewater collection and treatment system, making the issue of on-site soils for septic tank use 
moot. Therefore there will be no impact associated with the use of septic tanks.   

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
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19. Wind Erosion and Blowsand from project either on 
or off site. 

a) Be impacted by or result in an increase in wind 
erosion and blowsand, either on or off site? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure S-8 “Wind Erosion Susceptibility Map,” Ord. No. 
460, Article XV & Ord. No. 484; On-site Inspection; Project Application Materials; Updated Geotechnical 
Report, Equestrian Estates Development, Petra Geosciences, April 13, 2022. 
 
Setting: 
The subject property and surrounding lands are identified as having a high potential for wind erosion. 
The subject property and surrounding areas are underlain by geologically young (late-Quaternary) 
alluvial deposits. These soils are described as generally consisting of unconsolidated, very fine-grained 
sand and silty sand. near-surface soils are classified as sandy Silt (SM-ML), silty Sand (SM), and low 
plasticity Silt (ML) with minimal clay encountered. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation: The soils and occasionally windy conditions at the 

subject and surrounding properties create a high potential for significant soil erosion during all 
stages of site disturbance and development. A wide range of best management practices are 
available that can be applied during site grading, excavation and other soil-disturbing activities 
that can effectively mitigate this erosion potential which will be evaluated in the forthcoming EIR. 
Related measures are also set forth in the air quality discussion of this IS and the forthcoming 
EIR.  

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS  Would the project: 
20. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either 
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant impact on 
the environment? 

    

b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation 
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of 
greenhouse gases? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan, Riverside County Climate Action Plan (“CAP”), Project 
Application Materials. 
 
Setting: 
Air quality has become an increasing concern because of human health issues, but also because air 
pollutants are contributing to global warming and climate change. The primary contributor to air pollution 
is the mining and burning of fossil fuels through the use of automobiles, power and heat generators, 
and industrial processes. Emissions from the combustion or extraction and use of fossil fuels are 
responsible for the poor air quality that is evident in industrial centers worldwide. 
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In 1992, the United States joined other countries around the world in signing the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) with the goal of controlling greenhouse gas 
emissions. A Climate Change Action Plan was created in the United States based on the UNFCCC 
signing, and provides more than 50 voluntary programs aimed at reducing GHG emissions. The State 
of California has developed new laws and regulations to reduce these emissions. State legislation and 
regulations call for better integrated land use planning, and curtailing energy production away from 
nonrenewable sources and toward new renewable sources, such as solar and wind.  
 
California SB 375 in part implements greenhouse gas reduction targets set forth in AB 32 and 
encourages regional land use planning to reduce vehicle miles traveled and requires jurisdictions to 
adopt a sustainable communities strategy. The California Air Resources Board is continuing to draft 
regulations to implement the Scoping Plan. Senate Bill 2X requires that by the year 2020, 33% of the 
electricity used in California is from renewables, to help reduced GHG emissions in the state. 
 
Greenhouse gases (GHG), including carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and 
fluorinated gases (hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons and sulfur hexafluoride), are released into the 
atmosphere through natural processes and human activities. These gases are termed greenhouse 
gases due to their shared characteristic of trapping heat, and they are believed to be responsible for 
the global average increase in surface temperatures of 0.7-1.5°F that were observed during the 20th 
century. The quantity of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has increased significantly over a 
relatively short period. Carbon dioxide is the primary greenhouse gas that has raised the most concern 
of atmospheric scientists due to current atmospheric levels, current and projected emission levels. 
Sources of GHGs include burning of fossil fuels, emission of volatile gases including and especially 
natural gas, and other chemical compounds. Development facilitated by the proposed Project could 
result in increased emissions of GHGs.  
 
The proposed Project will generate GHGs from both construction and operation. Certain components 
of the Project, i.e. the equestrian use, may make additional contributions to Project GHG emissions that 
should be examined and quantified to the greatest extent practicable. Sources of GHG emissions that 
should be evaluated in the EIR include those from anticipated stationary and mobile sources, off-
gassing, and from any other project construction and maintenance activities that have the potential to 
emit GHGs. Post-construction emissions should also be quantified, including the proposed equestrian 
use, to determine whether and how the Project can minimize GHG emissions.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a, b) Potentially Significant Impact:  The proposed Project would include over 1,000 homes, 

285,000 square feet of commercial space, a resort hotel, villas and related uses, an RV park 
and 223.1± acres of equestrian center capable of boarding up to 2,700 horses at any given time. 
The Project would provide for neighborhood commercial services and on-site workforce housing, 
both of which, once built, will serve to reduce post-construction vehicle trips and vehicle miles 
traveled (VMTs). The subject property is located away from existing urban centers and services 
but in an area that is becoming progressively more urban.  

 
 It is also uncertain whether and to what extent the proposed Project, which requires a General 

Plan Amendment to the Foundational Element and a change of zoning, can be found to be 
consistent and in conformance with regional planning targets and goals against which a given 
project’s impacts are also to be measured. The Project EIR will evaluate the proposed Project’s 
potential to generate significant GHG emissions and whether and to what extent Project 
emissions conflict with applicable plans, programs and/or regulations. 
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Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS  Would the project: 
21. Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the 
environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal 
of hazardous materials? 

    

b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the 
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and 
accident conditions involving the release of hazardous 
materials into the environment? 

    

c) Impair implementation of or physically interfere 
with an adopted emergency response plan or an emergency 
evacuation plan? 

    

d) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or 
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within 
one-quarter (1/4) mile of an existing or proposed school? 

    

e) Be located on a site which is included on a list of 
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government 
Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a 
significant hazard to the public or the environment? 

    

 
Source(s):   Project Application Materials; County of Riverside Environmental Impact Report No. 521 
Public Review Draft, February 2015; California Department of Toxic Substances Control “EnviroStor” 
Database, accessed August 2022. 
 
Setting: 
A hazardous material is any substance that, because of its quantity, concentration, or physical or 
chemical properties, may pose a hazard to human health and the environment. Under Title 22 of the 
California Code of Regulations (CCR), the term “hazardous substance” refers to both hazardous 
materials and hazardous wastes. Both of these are classified according to four properties: (1) ignitability; 
(2) corrosivity; (3) reactivity; and (4) toxicity.  
 
A hazardous material is defined as a substance or combination of substances which may either (1) 
cause, or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible, or 
incapacitating reversible illness; or (2) pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health 
or the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, disposed of or otherwise managed.  
 
The subject property is located one-half mile north of the Desert Mirage High School and the Las Palmas 
Elementary School located at the northeast corner of Tyler Street and Ave 66. 
 
Existing land uses are largely agricultural with increasing urbanization to the north and east, including 
the Thermal Landfill, a site identified on the Cortese List as a source of “metals, organochlorine 
pesticides and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons”. The landfill, which is approximately 2.5 miles 
northeast of the subject property, was closed in 1972. On July 27, 2016, DTSC approved the Removal 
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Action Workplan and an agency-approved maintenance plan is in effect. There are no other hazardous 
material sites in proximity of the subject property. There are no large or small commercial enterprises, 
auto dealerships with related maintenance facilities, gasoline service stations, restaurants and other 
potential generators of hazardous materials in the Project vicinity. The site has been in active agriculture 
for many years and includes crop and materials storage facilities in site. A Phase I Environmental Site 
Assessment will be conducted to further assess the potential for hazardous materials either on-site or 
in the Project vicinity. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a, b, c)  Less Than Significant Impact: The proposed Project would result in a mix of residential, 

commercial, resort, RV park and equestrian uses on 619.1± acres. None of the planned uses is 
expected to involve the routine transport, loading or unloading of hazardous materials that could 
pose a threat to the public. Limited fuel storage will be associated with the equestrian center 
and manure will be collected and hauled off-site daily. Neither is the Project expected to create 
a significant potential for foreseeable upset of hazardous materials or otherwise create such a 
hazardous condition either during construction or operation. A comprehensive circulation and 
mobility network is being developed for the Project, and bounding roadways are of arterial scale 
and will be developed in accordance with the County General Plan Circulation Element. The 
project is not expected to interfere with any emergency response plan or program. Nonetheless, 
a Phase I ESA is being prepared and the potential of the project to generate such impacts will 
be further analysed in the forthcoming EIR.  

 
d, e)  No Impact: The proposed Project site is located one-half mile north of the Desert Mirage High 

School and the Las Palmas Elementary School. While the Project is not expected to generate 
emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, neither is it located 
within the identified on-half mile area of influence. It should also again be noted that the subject 
and surrounding lands have been in active agriculture for many years, has not been the site of 
any commercial or industrial activities, and is not include on any list of hazardous materials sites. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
22. Airports 

a) Result in an inconsistency with an Airport Master 
Plan? 

    

b) Require review by the Airport Land Use 
Commission?     

c) For a project located within an airport land use plan 
or, where such a plan has not been adopted, within two (2) 
miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the 
project result in a safety hazard for people residing or 
working in the project area? 

    

d) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, 
or heliport, would the project result in a safety hazard for 
people residing or working in the project area? 
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Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure S-20 “Airport Locations”; RivCo GIS database; 
Google Earth; Riverside County ALUCP—East County Airports Background Data (December 2004 
Draft); Riverside County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan Policy Document (Amended September 
2006).  
 
Setting: 
The proposed project site is located 1.25± miles southwest of the nearest runway of the County-owned 
and operated Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport ((JCRA; aka Thermal Airport), which consists of a 
long north-south runway and a shorter NW/SE runway, as well as a variety of hangers, offices and other 
buildings and facilities. Nearly the entire Project site is located within Land Use Compatibility Zone D 
for the airport (a small portion in the S/W corner is in Zone E). The proposed Project’s uses and 
densities/intensities are generally consistent with the Basic Compatibility Criteria in Table 2A of the 
Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP), except for single-family estate homes proposed in 
Planning Area 2.  
 
The entire project site lies outside of the 60 dB CNEL contour for the ultimate buildout of the airport 
(See Exhibit JC-6 on p. E6-6 of the ALUCP). In fact, the entire project site lies outside of the 55 dB 
CNEL contour. As shown in Table 2B on page 2-23 of the ALUCP, residential uses are considered 
“clearly appropriate” outside of the 55 dB CNEL contour. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a, b)  Less Than Significant With Mitigation: As noted, the proposed Project is located more than 

one mile southwest of the JCRA and well outside the future 60 dB and 55 dB CNEL contours 
for the airport. All but a limited portion is located in Land Use Compatibility Zone D, which allows 
or conditionally allows for the proposed uses with the possible exception of estate lots planned 
on the northern portion of the project site.  

 
 The project is subject to review by the County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) and the 

matter will be brought before the Commission for review and consideration. Pursuant to 
consultation with ALUC staff, the Project proponent is preparing an ALUC application as well as 
a bird/airport impact analysis and management plan. The potential impacts of the Project in the 
JCRA will be further analysed in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
c)  Less Than Significant With Mitigation: As noted, all but a small portion of the Project site is 

located within Land Use Compatibility Zone D, which is characterized as an area associated 
with primary traffic patterns and runway buffer areas. would the project result in a safety hazard 
for people residing or working in the project area. Proposed development densities and future 
occupancy levels fall within allowable or conditionally allowable ranges. Maximum 
building/structure heights will be 65± feet and below the 70-foot limit set for Zone D.  Pursuant 
to consultation with ALUC staff, the Project proponent is preparing an ALUC application as well 
as a bird/airport impact analysis and management plan. The potential impacts of the Project in 
the JCRA will be further analyzed in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
d)  No Impact: The proposed project site is not located within the vicinity of a private airstrip, or 

heliport. Therefore, there will be no impacts to such uses or to the proposed Project. 
 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
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HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY  Would the project: 
23. Water Quality Impacts 

a) Violate any water quality standards or waste 
discharge requirements or otherwise substantially degrade 
surface or ground water quality? 

    

b) Substantially decrease groundwater supplies or 
interfere substantially with groundwater recharge such that 
the project may impede sustainable groundwater 
management of the basin? 

    

c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of 
the site or area, including through the alteration of the course 
of a stream or river or through the addition of impervious 
surfaces? 

    

d) Result in substantial erosion or siltation on-site or 
off-site?     

e) Substantially increase the rate or amount of 
surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on-
site or off-site? 

    

f) Create or contribute runoff water which would 
exceed the capacity of existing or planned stormwater 
drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources 
of polluted runoff? 

    

g) Impede or redirect flood flows?     
h) In flood hazard, tsunami, or seiche zones, risk the 

release of pollutants due to project inundation?     

i) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of a water 
quality control plan or sustainable groundwater management 
plan? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure S-9 “Special Flood Hazard Areas,” Figure S-10 
“Dam Failure Inundation Zone,” Riverside County Flood Control District Flood Hazard Report/ 
Condition, GIS database; Exhibit A; “Eastern Coachella Valley Stormwater Master Planning, CVWD 
2015; “Water Quality Control Plan, Colorado River Basin – Region 7,” California Regional Water Quality 
Control Board, State Water Resources Control Board, 2019. 
 
Setting: 
The proposed Project site is located in an area with extensive cultivation supported by a network of 
water lines, tile drains and agricultural drains, including drains along Harrison Street to the immediate 
west, and the future Ave 64 along the Project’s south boundary. The site occurs at 140± feet below 
mean sea level (-140’). The average annual rainfall in the area is 3± inches and the estimated 100-year 
6-hour storm rainfall in the area ranges between 2.65 and 2.79 inches.  
 
The property is subject to local flooding primarily from the Santa Rosa Mountains to the west. The site 
is also located west of the Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel (CVSC) and one mile west of the 100-
Year flood plain associated with this major drainage feature. The south half of the subject property is 
designated Zone X on the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps with reference to a 2018 FEMA Letter of 
Map Revision”. The Zone X designation indicates inundation threat of less than 1-foot in depth and 
partially associated with a reduced flood risk due to levee protection. The referenced levee is 
presumably the Dike No 4 protective levee to the west built by the US Bureau of Reclamation.  
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The subject property is within the boundaries of the CVWD 2015 Eastern Coachella Valley Stormwater 
Master Plan. This plan shows an east-west “open channel” along Ave 64 (south Project boundary) 
designated as “N01” and extending from just east of Jackson Street east to its discharge into the CVSC. 
The N01 channel is also called out as the “Avenue 64 Evacuation Channel” with its future location to be 
along the north side of Ave 64. The master plan also identified open channel “N01-02 within or along 
Harrison Street (west Project boundary).  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a)   Less Than Significant With Mitigation.   The proposed Project will convert approximately 

619.1± acres of active cropland into a series of urban uses, including up to 1,303± residences, 
a 320 space RV park, 275,000 square feet of commercial space, 10,000 square feet of office 
space, 150± hotel rooms, and a 223.1± acre equestrian center with capacity for up to 2,700 
horses. The Project would include a 7± acre resort-oriented recreational water feature. The 
Project is to connect to the CVWD sanitary sewer system and no on-site septic tanks are 
contemplated. Existing and future stormwater drains are planned by CVWD along the site’s 
south and west boundaries. Their effects on the proposed Project are not known at this time, 
nor are the potential effects of the proposed Project on these facilities and on related water 
quality issues associated with the proposed development. Therefore, it is uncertain whether or 
to what extent the proposed Project may violate water quality standards or waste discharge 
requirements, or whether it could otherwise substantially degrade surface or ground water 
quality. Potential impacts may be mitigable and these issues will be addressed in detail in the 
forthcoming EIR.  

 
b) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  The subject property has been in active cultivation for 

several decades and during that time has relied upon groundwater and imported Colorado River 
water to irrigate multiple crops per year. In more recent times, CVWD has established plans to 
treat Colorado River water and irrigation tail water for future potable uses. In the meantime, 
CVWD is actively recharging the Lower Whitewater Subbasin in which the Project site Is located 
via its Thomas Levy Groundwater Rechange Facilities located upgradient of the site and 
approximately 4 miles to the west. A master landscape plan is under development and is 
expected to prescribe to CVWD’s landscape and irrigation ordinance. The forthcoming EIR will 
clarify Project demand and potential impacts to water supplies. A Water Supply Assessment 
(WSA) in being prepared for the proposed Project and will be reviewed by the CVWD. Therefore, 
the forthcoming WSA and EIR will determine whether the Project will substantially decrease 
groundwater supplies, interfere substantially with groundwater recharge or have other effects 
that may impede sustainable groundwater management of the basin.  

 
c, e, g) Less Than Significant Impact.   The proposed Project is located on generally flat to gently 

sloping lands that drain to the southeast. Annual and 100-year rainfall are relatively low, and the 
Project appears to have numerous opportunities for the creation of on-site stormwater facilities, 
including retention basins. The overall drainage pattern on site and in the vicinity are not 
expected to be affected by the proposed Project. A detailed grading and drainage plan and 
associated hydrology analysis are under development and will be reviewed by CVWD and will 
be assessed in the forthcoming EIR.  

 
 With appropriate on-site stormwater capture, conveyance and retention, the proposed Project is 

not expected to substantially increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner which 
would result in flooding on-site or off-site. The difference in stormwater runoff between the 
undeveloped and developed state will be retained on site.  
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As noted, the overall gentle gradient of the subject and surrounding lands is from northwest to 
southeast. The area is in active cultivation and CVWD maintains numerous agricultural drains 
that convey high groundwater and other runoff from these lands and convey them to the 
Coachella valley Stormwater Channel to the east. Therefore, in the Project area sheet flows 
prevail and concentrations of flows are along paved roadways. The Project is not anticipated to 
substantially interrupt, imped or redirect local or regional flows. 

 

d, f) Less Than Significant Impact.  As noted, the subject and surrounding properties are largely in 
active cultivation and have been carefully graded to maximize efficient irrigation. Discernable 
flow patterns in the area are associated with street runoff and conveyance and local agricultural 
drains that help to lower the perched, salty water table and allow crop cultivation. Project 
development will include best management practices, on-site stormwater capture, conveyance 
and retention.  

 

 The above referenced East Coachella Valley Stormwater Management Plan has been designed 
to anticipate the future conversion of lands in this area from agricultural to urban uses, A system 
of open channels and pipes are planned to intercept and convey area-wide runoff to the 
Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel to the east. Any increases in runoff associated with 
development of the proposed project will be retained on site and is not anticipated to create or 
make a significant contribution to runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or 
planned stormwater drainage systems. Nor is the Project expected to generate substantial 
additional sources of polluted runoff, with the implementation of best management practices 
required by the County through project-specific WQMPs and SWPPPs which will be further 
assessed in the forthcoming EIR.  

 
h) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  The subject property is potentially subject to local 100-

Year flooding primarily from the Santa Rosa Mountains to the west. The site is also located west 
of the Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel (CVSC) and one mile west of the 100-Year flood 
plain associated with this major drainage feature. The south half of the subject property is 
designated Zone X on the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps with reference to a 2018 FEMA 
Letter of Map Revision”. The Zone X designation indicates inundation threat of less than 1-foot 
in depth and partially associated with a reduced flood risk due to levee protection. A CVWD 
open stormwater channel is planned along the intervening Ave 64 right of way that, once 
constructed, will offer at least some protection against this flooding (inundation) threat. It should 
be noted that the mapped inundation threat appears to be associated with the assumed failure 
of the Dike 4 protective levee to the west, although the significance of that threat appears limited. 
The subject property is not located downstream of any large water storage facility and is not 
subject to tsunami or seiches. The Project includes a 231± acre equestrian center a portion of 
which would be located within the identified 1-foot inundation area as shown on the current 
FEMA maps. Whether and to what degree Project inundation could risk the release of pollutants 
is uncertain and will be further analysed in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
i) Less Than Significant Impact.  The proposed Project will be required to comply with all 

applicable stormwater management plans and water quality plans of CVWD and the Regional 
Water Quality Control Board. The Project site is located 4 miles west of major CVWD 
groundwater recharge facilities and will have no effect on them or their function. Therefore, the 
Project is not expected to conflict with or obstruct implementation of a water quality control plan 
or sustainable groundwater management plan.  

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 

Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
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LAND USE AND PLANNING  Would the project: 
24. Land Use 

a) Physically divide an established community?     

b) Cause a significant environmental impact due to a 
conflict with any land use plan, policy, or regulation adopted 
for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental 
effect? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan and ECVAP, 2015; RivCo GIS database; Project 
Application Materials. 
 
Setting: 
The Project site is currently designated “Agriculture” in the Foundation Element and the Eastern 
Coachella Valley Area Plan (ECVAP) of the General Plan. Surrounding lands are also designated 
Agriculture to the north and west, as well as Low Density Residential and planned development to the 
north and east. The site is located in an area of the eastern Coachella Valley that has been undergoing 
community-wide planning and urbanization The property is also located immediately north of lands of 
the Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla. Lands to the immediate east and northeast include Kohl Ranch 
and the Thermal Cub Developments. The Desert Mirage High School and Las Palmas Elementary 
School are located approximately one-half mile south of the subject property on Tyler Street. The 
subject property is located immediately east of the Vista Santa Rosa Community. 
 
The applicant proposes a land use change of the Foundation Element designation to “Community 
Development” and also proposed to apply a variety of ECVAP land use designations consistent with 
proposed underlying land uses. Consistency zoning is also proposed and a part of this Project, with 
proposed zoning designations that correspond to the proposed ECVAP and use designations. The 
Project application includes  Tentative Tract Map (TTM) No. 38531, Tentative Tract Map (TTM) No. 
38578, two plot plan applications, and a General Plan Amendment (GPA) and Change of Zone (CZ). 
 
The ECVAP states that the “The Land Use Plan focuses on preserving the unique features in the 
Eastern Coachella Valley area and, at the same time, guides the accommodation of future growth. To 
accomplish this, more detailed land use designations are applied than for the countywide General Plan.” 
The subject property lies both adjacent to and in proximity of such transitional land uses. The proposed 
Specific Plan will address land use and overall General Plan consistency. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) No Impact.    The subject property is a contiguous holding of 619.1± acres bounded on all sides 

by existing and future arterial-scale roadways. The entire site is being planned through the 
development of a Specific Plan. There are no contiguous or nearby residential neighborhoods, 
the nearest “neighborhood” with existing residential development being widely scattered and on 
larger lots. There are no existing residences on the site. Therefore, the project will not physically 
divide an established community.  

 
b) Potentially Significant Impact.  The subject property is located at the western edge of 

transitional land uses that have for many years been evolving away from agriculture to a variety 
of urban uses, including planned mixed-use developments that are building out under approved 
Specific Plans, including Kohl Ranch and others. Smaller-scale equestrian-oriented ranch 
development has also occurred to the immediate east and northwest. The nearest urban center 
is the community of Mecca located 5± miles southeast of the subject property.  
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 The proposed project would constitute a major encroachment into otherwise solidly agricultural 

lands that are well served by CVWD/USBR irrigation systems, tile drainage and agricultural drain 
facilities. These circumstances raise concerns regarding the direct and induced conversion of 
prime and other valuable and limited farmland to urban uses, which may conflict with County 
land use designations and intent. It is unclear whether or to what extent the proposed Project 
may cause a significant environmental impact due to a conflict with the General Plan or ECVAP 
land use plans, land use patterns and/or policy, or regulations adopted to avoid or mitigate an 
environmental effect, including the loss of valuable farmland. Therefore, these issues will be 
thoroughly evaluated in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
 

MINERAL RESOURCES  Would the project:     
25. Mineral Resources 

a) Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral 
resource that would be of value to the region or the residents 
of the State? 

    

b) Result in the loss of availability of a locally-
important mineral resource recovery site delineated on a 
local general plan, specific plan or other land use plan? 

    

c) Potentially expose people or property to hazards 
from proposed, existing, or abandoned quarries or mines?     

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure OS-6 “Mineral Resources Area”; “Soils Survey of 
Riverside County, California, Coachella Valley Area,” U.S. Soil Conservation Survey, September 1980 
(as amended); Mineral Land Classification: Aggregate Materials in the Palm Springs Production-
Consumption Region, Special Report 159,” California Department of Conservation, Division of Mines 
and Geology, 1988. 
 
Setting: 
In the Coachella Valley, mineral resources are largely limited to aggregates, such as sand, gravel, and 
crushed stone. These are major components of concrete, plaster, stucco, road base and fill, which are 
essential to the construction industry. There are important deposits of these materials that occur within 
the region that are being actively developed.  
 
Other mineral deposits in the region are generally limited to rocky outcroppings within the Little San 
Bernardino and Santa Rosa Mountains and have not been mined. These resources include copper, 
limestone, specialty sands, and tungsten. There are decorative stone deposits that are being mined on 
public land in the Painted Hills area west of Desert Hot Springs, as well as clay deposits at the base of 
the Mecca Hills east of Thermal on public and private land. These may be used as an impermeable 
layer for lining landfills, ponds, and similar construction applications, and some of these deposits have 
been permitted for mining. 
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The subject property is located on the Valerie Quad of the Mineral Land Classification Map published 
by the California Department of Conservation-Division of Mines and Geology (now the California 
Geological Survey). The mineral mapping and classification identifies aggregate materials in the 629± 
square mile Palm Springs Production-Consumption Region. The report was prepared to determine 
quantities of available aggregate resources, and to evaluate the adequacy of permitted aggregate 
reserves for meeting the future needs of each region. The State estimates that the Palm Springs region 
contains 3.2± billion tons of aggregate resources. The report assigned Mineral Resource Zone (MRZ) 
classifications to all lands within the region. MRZ classifications describe the location of significant PCC-
grade aggregate deposits as follows. 
 

MRZ-1: Areas where adequate information indicates that no significant mineral deposits 
are present, or where it is judged that little likelihood exists for their presence. 
Includes Quaternary alluvial deposits of the central upper Coachella Valley, the 
Imperial Formation of the Indio Hills, Garnet Hill, the hills west of Whitewater 
River Canyon, and the Borrego Formation of the southeastern Coachella Valley.  

 
MRZ-2: Areas where adequate information indicates that significant mineral deposits are 

present, or where it is judged that a high likelihood for their presence exists. 
Includes the following areas: 1) Whitewater River floodplain extending from the 
Whitewater River Trout Farm to the City of Palm Springs, 2) San Gorgonio River 
floodplain from Cabazon to its confluence with the Whitewater River, 3) the river 
channel in the lower part of Little Morongo Canyon, 4) a small alluvial wash north 
of Thousand Palms, 5) the confluent alluvial fans of Berdoo and West Berdoo 
Canyons, 6) the alluvial fan of Fargo Canyon, 7) an alluvial fan north of Indio, 
and 8) an alluvial wash and fan east of Thermal.  

 
MRZ-3: Areas containing mineral deposits, the significance of which cannot be evaluated 

from available data. Includes lands composed of Cabazon Fanglomerate, 
Ocotillo Conglomerate, Painted Hills Formation, Palm Springs Formation, 
Mecca Formation, and metamorphic rocks of the San Jacinto Mountains and the 
San Gorgonio Complex.  

 
The subject property and surrounding lands are located south and outside of mineral resource mapping, 
the closest mapped area occurring one mile to the north and designated as MRZ-1 with known localities 
where sand and/or aggregate have previously been mined. Mapping for the subject and nearby lands 
appears to indicate that no significant mineral resources occur or are expected to occur in this area. 
The proposed Project area and much of the surrounding land is in active agriculture, is developed or 
otherwise unavailable for mining. The Coachella Valley has nearly a dozen permitted aggregate 
operations, which contain approximately 272 million tons of mineable aggregate. These reserves are 
expected to meet the demand and provide adequate supply at current rates of consumption for 
approximately 130 years.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a, b, c) No Impact.     The subject property is located on the valley floor and approximately 2.8 miles 

east of alluvial washes emanating from the Santa Rosa Mountains. On-site soils are sands and 
silt and are not considered a potential source of aggregate and a limited source for sand. The 
nearest mapped mineral resource zone is located one mile north. The site is not mapped or 
otherwise identified as a locally-important mineral resource recovery site delineated on the 
County General Plan or the ECVAP. The subject property is not located in proximity to any 
existing or abandoned quarries or mines. 
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 Furthermore, the Project planning area has been in active cultivation for many years and in 
recent time has experienced encroaching urbanization from the north and east, further reducing 
the site and vicinity’s value as a mineral resource area. The local market is demonstrably well 
supplied for the foreseeable future through a variety of active mining permits in the valley and 
vicinity. The proposed project will have no impact on or result in the loss of known or suspected 
mineral resources of local, regional or state-wide value. 

 
Mitigation:   No mitigation is required.  
 
Monitoring:   No monitoring is required. 
 
 
 
NOISE  Would the project result in: 
26. Airport Noise 

a) For a project located within an airport land use plan 
or, where such a plan has not been adopted, within two (2) 
miles of a public airport or public use airport would the project 
expose people residing or working in the project area to 
excessive noise levels? 

    

b) For a project located within the vicinity of a private 
airstrip, would the project expose people residing or working 
in the project area to excessive noise levels? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure S-20 “Airport Locations,” County of Riverside Airport 
Facilities Map; Google Earth; Riverside County ALUCP—East County Airports Background Data 
(December 2004 Draft); Riverside County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan Policy Document 
(Amended September 2006). 
 
Setting: 
Noise can be defined as “unwanted sound.” Excessive and/or sustained noise can contribute to both 
temporary and permanent physical impairments, such as hearing loss and increased fatigue, as well as 
stress, annoyance, anxiety, and other psychological reactions in humans. The evaluation and mitigation 
of noise in a community is essential to protecting the health and welfare of the general public, and 
preserving the inherent value of recreation, open space, and conservation lands. Furthermore, it can 
help define the need for additional remedial measures that mitigate noise problems. Noise propagation 
can also be affected by terrain and surrounding development.  
 
The proposed Project site is located 1.25± miles southwest of the nearest runway of the County-owned 
and operated Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport ((JCRA; aka Thermal Airport), which consists of a 
long north-south runway and a shorter NW/SE runway, as well as a variety of hangars, offices and other 
buildings and facilities. Nearly the entire Project site is located within Land Use Compatibility Zone D 
for the airport (a small portion in the S/W corner is in Zone E). All of the proposed Project uses and 
densities/intensities are consistent with the Basic Compatibility Criteria in Table 2A of the Airport Land 
Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP), except for single-family estate homes proposed in Planning Area 2.  
 
The entire project site lies outside of the 60 dB CNEL contour for the ultimate buildout of the airport 
(See Exhibit JC-6 on p. E6-6 of the ALUCP). In fact, the entire project site lies outside of the 55 dB 
CNEL contour. As shown in Table 2B on page 2-23 of the ALUCP, residential uses are considered 
“clearly appropriate” outside of the 55 dB CNEL contour.  
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The subject property is not located in the vicinity of a private airstrip, and therefore would not expose 
people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels from such a source. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant Impact.  The proposed project site is located 1.25± miles southwest of 

the nearest runway of the County-owned and operated Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport. 
The entire Project site lies outside of the future 60 dB CNEL contour for the ultimate buildout of 
the airport (See Exhibit JC-6 on p. E6-6 of the ALUCP). In fact, the entire project site lies outside 
of the 55 dB CNEL contour.  

 
 Pursuant to consultation with ALUC staff, the Project proponent is preparing an ALUC 

application as well as a bird/airport impact analysis and management plan. The potential impacts 
of the Project in the JCRA will be further analysed in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
b) No Impact. The subject property is not located within two miles of a private runway or airstrip. 
 
Mitigation:   No mitigation is required. 
 
Monitoring:   No monitoring is required. 
 
 
 
 
 
27. Noise Effects by the Project 

a) Generation of a substantial temporary or 
permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the vicinity of 
the project in excess of standards established in the local 
general plan, noise ordinance, or applicable standards of 
other agencies? 

    

b) Generation of excessive ground-borne vibration or 
ground-borne noise levels?     

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan, Table N-1 (“Land Use Compatibility for Community Noise 
Exposure”), Project Application Materials; Google Earth; Riverside County ALUCP—East County 
Airports Background Data (December 2004 Draft); Riverside County Airport Land Use Compatibility 
Plan Policy Document (Amended September 2006). 
 
Setting: 
The County regulates noise-generating activities and requires that daytime noise levels for sensitive 
receptors not exceed exterior 65 dBA CNEL at the property line, and 45 dBA CNEL or less for all interior 
areas. Existing land uses within the planning area and vicinity include extensive agriculture, vacant 
lands, and ranchette development. The Thermal Cub motorsport-oriented mixed-use development is 
located a short distance to the northeast and may be a source of intermittent noise that could impact 
the subject property. There are no other potentially substantial noise generators in the Project vicinity. 
Traffic volumes on local streets are quite low and do not currently constitute a substantial source of 
community noise.  
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Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  Buildout of the Project will result in site preparation, 

limited demolition, grading, excavation, construction, paving, and related activities. Construction 
will result in localized and temporary increases in ambient noise levels and may impact sensitive 
receptors. The County recognizes that construction noise is difficult to control and restricts 
allowable hours to between 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. These restrictions, muffling of construction 
equipment, and other measures will reduce, to some extent, construction noise impacts on 
surrounding land uses. Impacts will be temporary and will end once construction is complete. 
There are currently very few sensitive receptors adjacent to or near the subject property. 
Nonetheless, the EIR will quantify and analyze construction impacts and determine whether 
mitigation measures will be required. 

 
 Long-term operation of the various Project components will result in permanent and intermittent 

sources of increased ambient noise in the surrounding area. However, proposed land uses are 
generally consistent with the proposed urban commercial and residential environment, and 
noise sources are expected to be similar to those already operating in the surrounding area, 
including motorsport, equestrian and other activities.  

 
 New Project-related noise sources are expected to include vehicle traffic, commercial and other 

loading areas, mechanical equipment such as heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) 
units, loading and unloading operations, and parking lot activities. The 231± acre equestrian 
center will include multiple horse rings that also serve as event space to horse shows and related 
events. It is not yet known whether a public announcement system or other amplified speakers 
will be a part of that land use, and will be further analysed in the forthcoming EIR.  

 
b) Less Than Significant Impact.    Development of the proposed project will require the use of 

trenching, excavation, grading and compaction equipment, all of which have the potential to 
generate substantial ground vibrations. Impacts would be short-term in nature and would occur 
during the less sensitive daytime hours. In the overall, these impacts are expected to be less 
than significant. The proposed Project is not expected to generate excessive ground-borne 
vibration or ground-borne noise levels. Nonetheless, potential impacts will be further evaluated 
in the EIR. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES: 
28. Paleontological Resources 

a) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleonto-
logical resource, site, or unique geologic feature? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure OS-8 “Paleontological Sensitivity,” Paleontological 
Resource Impact Mitigation Program (“PRIMP”) Report; Paleontological Resources Technical Report 
City of La Quinta General Plan 2010 Update. 
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Setting: 
In general, the defining character of fossils or fossil deposits is their geologic age, which is typically 
older than 10,000 years, the generally accepted temporal boundary marking the end of the last late 
Pleistocene glaciation and the beginning of the current Holocene epoch. Fossil resources generally 
occur in areas of sedimentary rock (e.g., sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, claystone, and shale) or fluvial 
sands, mud, and silt. Occasionally fossils may be exposed at the surface through the process of natural 
erosion or as a result of human disturbances; however, they generally lay buried beneath surficial soils. 
Thus, the absence of fossils on the surface does not preclude the possibility of them being present in 
subsurface deposits, while the presence of fossils at the surface is often a good indication that more 
remains may be found in the subsurface. 
 
The County General Plan maps large portions of the Coachella Valley, including the subject property, 
as having a high sensitivity for the occurrence of paleontological resources. In the project vicinity, these 
are largely associated with fossil bivalves from earlier stands of Ancient Lake Cahuilla, which reached 
an elevation of approximately 42 feet above mean sea level. Evidence of this high stand can be clearly 
seen along the edge of the Santa Rosa Mountains where a “bathtub” ring can be seen. 
 
In addition to lacustrine sediments from the Coachella soil series and fluvial sediments from the Gilman 
soil series, several shell and shell fragments of freshwater mollusks have been observed in the project 
vicinity. Previous paleontological surveys conducted in the area have identified three species of 
freshwater mollusks, Physa sp., Tryonia sp., and Gyraulus sp., which are among the most common 
species of freshwater mollusks to be found in the lakebed sediments. While the lakebed sediments are 
often called the Quaternary Lake Cahuilla beds (Rogers 1965; Dibblee 1954:Plate 3; Scott 2010), no 
Pleistocene-age fossils localities have been reported from these lakebed sediments or their equivalent 
strata in the Coachella Valley (CRM TECH 2010). 
 
The subject property is essentially flat and featureless, having been graded over the course of many 
years to facilitate crop irrigation. There are no unique geologic features on the site or in the vicinity. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  The Project area is designated with a “High” (Ha) 

potential for sensitive paleontological resources. The site has been disturbed by extensive 
agricultural activity for many years, which has included mass grading, installation of sub-surface 
tile drains, a network of main and lateral irrigation lines, and field discing multiple times a year. 
Prior to construction of the USBR Dike 4 flood protection levee to the west, the site was subject 
to sediment deposition from mountain and foothill runoff and appears to continue to be subject 
to such depositions in large storm events discharging from Martinez Canyon to the south. 

 
 Based upon these previous disturbances and the nature of the fluvial deposits at and around 

the site, the project area has a low potential to harbor significant vertebrate fossil remains. 
Extensive research, specimen collection and documentation have been conducted in the area 
and there is limited potential for new species of invertebrates to be identified. However, a 
paleontological resource assessment will be conducted to establish site-specific conditions and 
the likelihood of occurrence of resources on the site. Buildout of the proposed project is not 
expected to have significant adverse impacts on paleontological or associated geologic 
resources. Nonetheless, a paleontological resources survey and report is being prepared to 
further evaluate the potential for the proposed project to impact such resources. 

 
 There are no unique geologic features on the site or in the vicinity. 
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Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
POPULATION AND HOUSING  Would the project: 
29. Housing 

a) Displace substantial numbers of existing people or 
housing, necessitating the construction of replacement 
housing elsewhere? 

    

b) Create a demand for additional housing, 
particularly housing affordable to households earning 80% or 
less of the County’s median income? 

    

c) Induce substantial unplanned population growth in 
an area, either directly (for example, by proposing new 
homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through 
extension of roads or other infrastructure)? 

    

 
Source(s):   Project Application Materials, GIS database, Riverside County General Plan Housing 
Element 
 
Setting: 
Based upon a census tract review of changes in population in the Coachella Valley, the Project site and 
surrounding areas have shown zero or negative population growth between the period of 2000 and 
2020. The Project planning area includes the unincorporated communities of Thermal and Mecca 
located three and five miles northeast and east, respectively. These two communities had a combined 
population of approximately 7,100 in 2019 and are more than 99% Hispanic/Latino (American 
Community Survey, 2015-2019). Between 2010 and 2020, the community saw a 4% drop in population. 
While there was strong development interest in the eastern Coachella Valley prior to 2008 (Great 
Recession), renewed interest and development has only recently begun to expand in this area. The US 
2020 Census Data indicates that within a three-mile radius of the Project site there was a total 
permanent population of 7,492, of which 93% identified as Hispanic or Latino. 
 
A visual survey of lands within one mile of the subject property indicates that there are approximately 
118 dwelling units in this area, including mobile home parks and single family homes.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) No Impact.   There are no dwelling units on the subject property, which is separated from 

surrounding lands by existing and future arterial roadways. Therefore, the proposed Project will 
not displace existing people or housing, nor would its development necessitate the construction 
of replacement housing elsewhere. 

 
b) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  The proposed Project will create up to 1,362 new 

dwelling units ranging from estate lot parcels to modular housing, attached single-family and 
condominiums. An RV park providing up to 320 RV spaces is also proposed. Based on current 
average household size in the area, the Project could generate a peak on-site population of 
4,541. Much of this housing is expected to house employees of the various on-site land uses, 
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and the modular housing is viewed as “workforce” housing (300-500 units). It should be noted 
that the proposed 340 resort condominiums are planned for possible “extended stay” use. 
Condos may also be made available to the planned hotel and added to the hotel rental pool 
when available. The Project is projected to generate approximately 1,100 permanent part-time 
and full-time jobs with a higher seasonal workforce population expected during the equestrian 
event season, which extends from October to April.  

 
 The equestrian component of the Project is modeled from applicant’s experience with an existing 

equestrian center located north of the subject property. The proposed Project equestrian 
component will employ between 250 and 300 staff during peak season (October-April) of which 
50 to 100 are residents in the desert and are assumed to already have housing. The equestrian 
center will also annually secure and pay for seasonal housing for up to 200 additional 
employees, including hotel rooms, short-term apartment and condo rentals, as well as 6-month 
leases in homes throughout the Coachella Valley. Although some of the activities at the existing 
facility may be relocated to the proposed Project, it is expected that the existing equestrian 
center will continue to operate with modified activities. These modifications are not part of the 
proposed Project. 

 
 At this time, it is uncertain whether or to what extent the proposed Project could create a demand 

for additional housing, particularly housing affordable to households earning 80% or less of the 
County’s median income. The issue will be further researched and analysed in the forthcoming 
EIR. 

 
c) Potentially Significant Impact.   As noted, the subject property is located at the edge of 

transitioning land uses, shifting away from agriculture to a variety of urban uses. While the 
Project will generate a variety of new jobs ranging from those associated with the proposed 
equestrian component, to professional and managerial associated with commercial, service and 
administrative jobs the Project will also result in the expansion of existing and creation of new 
arterial roadways and will extend domestic water and sanitary sewer services to the area. 
Therefore, the Project could induce substantial unplanned population growth through the 
creation of new homes and businesses and/or indirectly through the extension of roads or other 
infrastructure that could support additional urban development in the area. These potential 
impacts will be further researched and analysed in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
PUBLIC SERVICES  Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with 
the provision of new or physically altered government facilities or the need for new or physically altered 
governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order 
to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for any of the 
following public services: 
30. Fire Services     

 
 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Safety Element; Google Earth. 
Setting: 
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Fire protection services are provided to the Project area and the surrounding communities by the 
Riverside County Fire Department under a contract with CalFire. Stations in the Project vicinity include: 
 
• Station 39 at 86911 58th Ave, Thermal: located three miles to the east with a response time of 

approximately five minutes. 
 
• Station 40 at 91350 66th Ave, Mecca: located five miles to the east with a response time greater 

than five minutes. 
 
• Station 70 at 54001 Madison St, La Quinta: located five miles to the northwest with a response 

time greater than five minutes. 
 
• Station 79 at 1377 6th St, Coachella: located six miles to the north with a response time in excess 

of five minutes. 
 
The County Fire Department is also contemplating a new fire station in the vicinity of Ave 62 and Monroe 
Street, approximately three miles west of the Project site. The exact location of this future station has 
not yet been determined. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
30) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  The subject property is located mid-way between 

County Fire stations located in the communities of Mecca and Thermal and Station 70 located 
in La Quinta. Stations 39 and 40 may be able to meet a 5-minute response time, while other 
nearby stations will require more time to respond. If necessary, a variety of mitigation measures 
may be available to avoid, minimize and mitigate the future need for fire protection services. Fire 
safety and the adequacy of existing facilities will be further analysed in the forthcoming EIR.  

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
31. Sheriff Services     

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan; Riverside County Sheriff’s Department web site, 
https://www.riversidesheriff.org accessed 8.19.22. 
 
Setting: 
The County Sheriff’s Department provides law enforcement and corrections services to the 
unincorporated areas and several incorporated jurisdictions in Riverside County, as well as certain 
Native American Tribes. The department also performs the functions of the County Coroner’s Office, 
being responsible for recovering deceased persons within the county and conducting autopsies. The 
department also provides services such as air support, special weapons teams for high-risk critical 
incidents, forensics services and crime laboratories, homicide investigations, and academy training to 
smaller law enforcement agencies within the county and in surrounding counties. 
 
The nearest Riverside County Sheriff’s Station is located at 86625 Airport Boulevard in Thermal. The 
City of La Quinta also contracts with the County Sheriff’s Department and provides mutual aid across 
the County Sheriff’s various clients in the Coachella Valley. The La Quinta station is located at 78-495 
Calle Tampico, approximately 10 miles northwest of the subject property. The County charges 
development impact fees to off-set the costs of new criminal justice public facilities. These fees are 
based on the type of development (single-family, multi-family, commercial, office and industrial). 
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Findings of Fact:    
 
31) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  The County Sheriff’s Department utilizes a patrol beat 

system to patrol prescribed geographic areas which allows patrolling officers to respond 
immediately to a call for service. Response times are a function of distance between the 
responding officer and the location of the call for service; therefore, response times can vary 
and are also prioritized based on incident urgency. The proposed Project will include a variety 
of uses, some of which may choose to have their own private security, which may serve to deter 
and, if necessary, augment Sheriff services. Whether and to what degree existing levels of law 
enforcement service are adequate to meet the Project’s demand will be further evaluated in the 
forthcoming EIR. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
32. Schools     

 
Source(s):   School District correspondence, GIS database; Project Application Materials; CVUSD Web 
site: https://www.cvusd.us accessed 8.18.22. 
 
Setting: 
The subject property is located within the boundaries of the Coachella Valley Unified School District 
(CVUSD), which has its headquarters in Thermal. It serves a population that is approximately 80% 
Hispanic. The CVUSD has 14 elementary schools, 3 middle schools and 3 high schools, plus one 
continuation high school and one special school for teenage mothers. The oldest schools in CVUSD 
include: Coachella Valley High (joined the CVUSD in the 1960s when created out of Coachella Public 
Schools); Palm View opened in 1939; Bobby Duke and Peter Pendelton schools opened in the 1940s; 
and Valley View school opened in the 1950s. Mecca and Oasis schools were county schools, so was 
Kokell school in Thermal; they joined the CVUSD in the 1970s. In the Project vicinity, the Desert Mirage 
High School and the Las Palmas Elementary School are located one-half mile south of the site at the 
northeast corner of Tyler Street and Avenue 66.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
32) Less Than Significant Impact.   The potential of the Project to generate students and demand 

for Pre-K thru 12 educational services has not yet been fully analysed. While up to 1,362 dwelling 
units are proposed, many of these will be occupied on a seasonal basis. In addition, planned 
extended-stay condos are not expected to be a source of “household formation” or student 
generation. The school district will be the beneficiary of development impact fees associated 
with the buildout of the Project, which will address potential facility needs associated with the 
Project’s impacts on the school district. The net increase in student demand associated with the 
Project will be further analysed in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
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33. Libraries     
 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan; Riverside County Library System web site accessed 
8.19.22. 
 
Setting: 
The Mecca Library is located at 91620 Ave 66, Mecca, approximately 5.5 miles east of the Project site. 
The Mecca Library offers a full range of information services and assistance, Children’s programs, 
Literacy tutoring, English as a Second Language classes, Internet access, Word processors, Large 
Print books, Audio books, DVDs and videos, Music CDs and cassettes, Newspapers and magazines, 
Live Online Homework Help, Tax forms, Copiers, and downloadable audio books.  
 
The Coachella Library, a branch of the Riverside County Library System, is located at 1500 Sixth Street, 
Coachella, approximately 5 miles north of the subject property. The Coachella Library provides a 
number of services and resources to the local community. These include lending books and DVDs, free 
wireless internet and a variety of events for the entire family. 
 
The La Quinta Library is located at 78-275 Calle Tampico, approximately 9 miles northwest of the 
subject property. As with other members of the Riverside County Library System, the La Quinta Library 
offers a variety of services to all residents. In addition to the substantial physical and digital collections, 
staff are available to help find answers, connect visitors with career and resume assistance, help learn 
English, or provide study space. Staff facilitate securing library cards, access to meeting rooms, wireless 
printing and other services.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
33) Less Than Significant Impact.   The subject property is within 5± miles of two County Libraries 

(Coachella and Mecca) and about 9 miles southwest of the La Quinta Library. Demand for library 
services has changed over the years with easy access to virtual libraries, current research and 
a wide range of media. Nonetheless, libraries continue to play an important community role, 
including serving as a venue for community events and activities. The proposed project is 
expected to generate a less than significant additional demand form library services in the 
Project planning area.  

 
Mitigation:   No mitigation is required.  
 
Monitoring:   No monitoring is required. 
 
 
34. Health Services     

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan; JFK Memorial Hospital web site 
Setting: 
Local and regional facilities include the John F. Kennedy (JFK) Memorial Hospital in Indio, Eisenhower 
Medical Center (EMC) in Rancho Mirage, and Desert Regional Medical Center in Palm Springs. JFK is 
located nearest to the subject property, at 47-111 Monroe Street, approximately 8 miles north of the 
proposed Project site. This facility contains 158 beds, offers a variety of inpatient and outpatient 
services, and includes a 24-hour emergency room. JFK provides a full range of medical services, 
including surgical, cardiology, gastrointestinal, diagnostic imaging, and outpatient rehabilitation. The 
hospital also provides obstetrics and houses an orthopedic/bone/joint institute.  
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There are also a variety of urgent and immediate care clinics and other medical offices in the region. 
The Indio Family Care Center is located on 47-923 Oasis Street. Services include primary care, family 
planning, prenatal care, childcare and nutrition. Although all emergency services are not offered at this 
clinic, walk-in patients are welcome and will be referred to an emergency facility as needed. 
 
Mecca Health Clinic is located at 91275 Ave 66, Mecca, approximately 5.25 miles east of the subject 
property. Mecca Health Clinic is operated by Innercare, a private, non-profit organization providing an 
array of comprehensive primary care services to residents throughout Imperial and Riverside Counties. 
Innercare is a Federally Qualified Health Center and a Federal Public Health Service (PHS) employer. 
In 1970, Innercare became the first federally funded migrant health center in the United States. In 
addition to a health clinic, Innercare also provides dental clinics and Women/Infant/Children Nutrition 
(WIC) Education Centers. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
34) Less Than Significant Impact.   The subject property is located within the service boundaries 

of the John F. Kennedy (JFK) Memorial Hospital in Indio, approximately 8 miles to the north. It 
is also located within about five miles of a full-service medical clinic in the community of Mecca. 
The proposed Project should be well served by existing medical providers and the development 
is not expected to have a significant impact on the ability of these providers to provide services 
to the project and the surrounding community. 

 
Mitigation:   No mitigation is required.  
 
Monitoring:   No monitoring is required. 
 
 
RECREATION  Would the project: 
35. Parks and Recreation 

a)  Include recreational facilities or require the 
construction or expansion of recreational facilities which 
might have an adverse physical effect on the environment? 

    

b) Increase the use of existing neighborhood or 
regional parks or other recreational facilities such that 
substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur 
or be accelerated? 

    

c) Be located within a Community Service Area (CSA) 
or recreation and park district with a Community Parks and 
Recreation Plan (Quimby fees)? 

    

 
Source(s):   GIS database, Ord. No. 460, Section 10.35 (Regulating the Division of Land – Park and 
Recreation Fees and Dedications), Ord. No. 659 (Establishing Development Impact Fees), Parks & 
Open Space Department Review; Desert Recreation District web site (www.myrecreationdistrict.com) 
accessed 8.19.22. 
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Setting: 
The subject property is located in a rural but urbanizing portion of eastern Coachella Valley. Local and 
regional park and open space and recreational resources include Lake Cahuilla Veterans County Park 
and the Santa Rosa and San Jacinto National Monument.   
 
Lake Cahuilla Veterans County Park 
Lake Cahuilla Veterans Regional Park encompasses 710-acres with expansive lawns and picturesque 
mountain views, situated at the base of the Santa Rosa Mountains 5 miles west of the subject property. 
With 96 individual and group campsites, Lake Cahuilla is a natural getaway and easy destination and 
escape to the many outdoor activities available. Activities include fishing in the 135-acre lake, hiking 
and horseback riding on nearby trails. Open grass areas with picnic tables and barbecues are ideal for 
special events. The park is owned and operated by the Riverside County Regional Park and Open-
Space District. 
 
Desert Recreation District 
The subject property is located within the 1,800 square mile service area of the Desert Recreation 
District, which for more than 70 years has been providing residents and visitors recreational services in 
the Greater Coachella Valley. The District provides barrier-free, safe services to unincorporated areas 
of the Coachella Valley and municipalities. It is the largest park and recreation district in California, and 
manages, maintains and assists in maintaining over 30 parks and recreation facilities.  
 
The District creates and delivers quality programs, services and classes, and facilitates leisure 
opportunities through partnerships with private and public agencies and other entities providing the 
public personal benefits such as physical fitness, relaxation and revitalization, stronger and healthier 
families, enriching the lives for persons with disabilities, and economic benefits through more productive 
and healthier citizens and increased tourism. District facilities in the Project vicinity include the 
Bagdouma Park Community Center in Coachella, the Mecca Community Center and Pool at 65-250 
Cahuilla Street in Mecca, and the Indio Community Center located at 45-871 Clinton Street in Indio. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
A, b, c) Less Than Significant Impact.   The proposed Project is a mixed-use, equestrian-oriented 

resort community that will provide permanent and seasonal housing, hotel and resort facilities, 
neighborhood commercial services and an extensive equestrian center and resort-oriented 
water feature. Individual residential areas and subdivisions include park and other recreational 
amenities. Potential impacts associated with on-site recreation activities and feasible mitigation 
measures will be analyzed in the forthcoming EIR.  

 
Identified nearby recreational and open space facilities and opportunities include Lake Cahuilla 
Veterans County Park and the numerous trails and open space of the Santa Rosa and San 
Jacinto Mountains National Monument located two miles to the southwest. The Project is 
expected to generate a less than significant demand for off-site recreational and/or park 
facilities. However, potential impacts to local and regional park, including the payment of any 
required fees, will be further analyzed in the forthcoming EIR.  

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR.  
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
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36. Recreational Trails 
a) Include the construction or expansion of a trail 

system? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure C-6 Trails and Bikeway System;  
 
Setting: 
The Coachella Valley is internationally known for its diverse and challenging hiking trails in the desert 
foothills and mountains, the seismic fault zones and along various canyons and drainages where wildlife 
and a wide variety of endemic plants are to be found. Trail opportunities in the Project vicinity include 
the Martinez Trail located approximately three miles to the south and the Boo Hoff trail described below: 
 
Boo Hoff Trail: is a strenuous 8.8 mile hike with an elevation change of 1,916 feet traces the history of 
trail use in the Santa Rosas. The trail started as an historic Indian path and was later improved by the 
Desert Riders and is named for a founder of the group. Access to the trail can be reached from the 
vicinity of Lake Cahuilla just south of Avenue 58. The Boo Hoff trail takes hikers into the Santa Rosa 
and San Jacinto Mountains National Monument and the Santa Rosa Wilderness.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant Impact.   The residents and guests of the proposed Project will have 

access to the numerous trails located in the valley and the surrounding hills and mountains. The 
Project site is in proximity to the Santa Rosa and San Jacinto Mountains National Monument 
and numerous other hiking venues. The Project is anticipated to have a less than significant 
trails impact as discussed in the EIR, and will not require trail construction or expansion. 

 
Mitigation:   No mitigation is required.  
 
Monitoring:   No monitoring is required. 
 
 
TRANSPORTATION  Would the project: 
37. Transportation  

a) Conflict with a program, plan, ordinance, or policy 
addressing the circulation system, including transit, roadway, 
bicycle, and pedestrian facilities? 

    

b)  Conflict or be inconsistent with CEQA Guidelines 
section 15064.3, subdivision (b)?     

c) Substantially increase hazards due to a geometric 
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous 
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g. farm equipment)? 

    

d) Cause an effect upon, or a need for new or altered 
maintenance of roads?     

e) Cause an effect upon circulation during the pro-
ject’s construction?     

f) Result in inadequate emergency access or access 
to nearby uses?     
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Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan; ECVAP; Project Application Materials; Caltrans Traffic 
Census; CVAG Traffic Census; SunLine Transit Agency web site (https://www.sunline.org) accessed 
8.19.22. 
 
Setting: 
The subject property is located in a predominantly rural agricultural area but one that has been 
progressively transitioning to urban uses. The County General Plan Circulation Element update 
recognizes the ongoing changes in land use in this area and has planned a network or major and arterial 
roadways to address anticipated future demand. The subject property is bounded by planned major 
roadways of all four sides, including: Ave 62 on the north (Expressway: 128’ to 220’ RW); Ave 64 (Major 
(118’ RW); Tyler Street on the east (Secondary: 100’ RW); and Harrison Street on the west 
(Expressway: 128’ to 220’ RW). Of these four bounding streets, three are partially constructed and Ave 
64 has not been uniformly graded or otherwise improved. 
 
Surrounding elements of the roadway network include the Highway 86 Expressway and interchange at 
its intersection with Ave 62, and the bridging of the Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel at Ave 62 
and at Airport Boulevard (Ave 56) four miles to the north. Harrison Street provides major north-south 
circulation north to the City of Coachella and south to its intersection with the Highway 86 Expressway 
south of the County Line in Imperial Valley. 
 
Traffic data collected for the 2015 County General Plan Update and from the Caltrans annual census 
indicates that traffic volumes on major roadways in the Project vicinity are low. Only two major roadways 
(Harrison Street and the Highway 86 Expressway) have cited existing Caltrans traffic volumes. In the 
vicinity of the Project, Harrison Street two-way 2009 volumes averaged 12,000 vehicles per day (VPD). 
According to the 2017 traffic census conducted by the Coachella Valley Association of Governments 
(CVAG), the 2017 volumes on Harrison Street south of Airport Boulevard (Ave 56) were 7,568 VPD. 
 
Ave 62 currently provides important east-west connectivity but volumes on this roadway east of Highway 
111 are also low. The CVAG traffic census for Ave 62 east of Harrison Street indicates that 2006 
volumes were 1,577 VPD, increasing to 1,596 VPD in 2010 and reaching 2,626 VPD in 2017. 
Meanwhile, County traffic data indicates that volumes on Ave 62 east of Harrison Street were 1,124 
VPD (data may have been affected by Co-Vid, being collected in April 2019). 
 
The Highway 86 Expressway provides divided highway connectivity between the Coachella Valley and 
Imperial Valley to the south. At its intersection with State Highway 111 between Ave 62 and 64 the 
average traffic volumes were 15,300 VPD.  
 
Transit Service 
The Project area is provided bus service by the SunLine Transit Agency, a joint powers authority 
operating in the Coachella Valley.  Route 9 generally extends east from Harrison Street along Ave 66 
to the community of Mecca, where it follows a partial loop north and then south to Hammond Road and 
southeast to the community of North Shore. Route 9 also interconnects with Route 8 which provides 
service to the northwest and the communities of Coachella and Indio. Data for the 2018-19 season 
indicates that Route 9 had an average weekday passenger load of 430 passengers. It should be noted 
that this route has changed since the referenced reporting period. 
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Potentially Significant Impact.   It is uncertain whether the proposed Project conforms to 

County roadway classification and improvement requirements for roadways bounding the site. 
There are also legitimate questions about the roadway classification assignments themselves, 
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including Ave 62, which has a limited area to serve and terminates at the Santa Rosa Mountains. 
The General Plan also calls for significant multi-modal improvements within the roadway paved 
sections and parkways, which have not yet been made clear in the Project application materials. 
Therefore, additional information and analysis is needed to determine whether the proposed 
Project conflicts with any County roadway classification, program, plan, ordinance, or policy 
addressing the circulation system, including transit, roadway, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities. 
This issue will be further researched and analysed in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
b) Potentially Significant Impact.    The site of the proposed Project is somewhat isolated from 

urban areas where commercial and other services are provided. The Project calls for 
approximately 150,000 square feet of neighborhood commercial uses, which may reduce the 
need for off-site travel from other Project uses, and the generation of associated vehicle trips 
and miles traveled.  

 
 Therefore, it is uncertain whether or to what extent Project-related vehicle miles traveled may 

exceed applicable thresholds of significance. Generally, projects within one-half mile of either 
an existing major transit stop or a stop along an existing high quality transit corridor may be 
presumed to cause a less than significant transportation impact. The Project does not meet this 
criterion. Therefore, potential impacts could be significant. A project-specific traffic impact 
analysis is being prepared, which will evaluate the Project’s potential to generate motor vehicle 
trips and the level of vehicle miles traveled that could result from buildout and operation and will 
be further analyzed in the forthcoming EIR.  

 
c, d) Less Than Significant Impact.     The proposed Project is bounded by arterial roadways with 

varying rights-of-way and improvements called for in the County General plan. In addition to 
specific improvements proposed for these bounding roadways, a substantial network of internal 
roads is also set forth in the Project Specific Plan. Review of the proposed improvements to 
County and internal roadways does not indicate any meaningful potential for the Project to 
increase hazards associated with roadway geometric design feature (e.g., sharp curves or 
dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses. While farm equipment and related vehicles will 
continue to use the existing and future Project-bounding roadways, no significant 
incompatibilities are anticipated. Therefore, potential impacts associated with hazardous design 
are expected to be less than significant. 

 
 The Project will incrementally increase a mix of traffic especially along Ave 62, Tyler Street and 

Harrison Street. Initially, construction traffic will increase followed by Project occupant traffic 
(residences, business owners, equestrian guests, etc.). Project buildout could occur over 10 or 
more years. Construction entrances must not interfere with through-traffic or increase hazards. 
Additional maintenance on existing roads will be necessary to address increased wear on paved 
surfaces and other roadway improvements, and initial roadway widening in some areas will be 
required early in construction and incrementally through Project completion. Along Project-
bounding arterial roadways the Project will provide a half-width improvement. Anticipated 
incremental off-site road improvement and maintenance are not expected to cause a direct need 
for other new or altered roadway maintenance.   

 
e) Less Than Significant Impact.    Prior to the issuance of any site-disturbing permits, including 

grading permits, the Project contractor will be required to provide the County with a Traffic 
Control Plan (TCP) that will be implemented during the development of the site. The TCP will 
ensure adequate turn lanes and stacking distances to ensure that regular travel on adjoining 
and nearby roadways safely and efficiently operate during Project construction. Therefore, no 
significant impacts are anticipated.     
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f) Less Than Significant Impact.    As noted in response 37. (e), during Project construction the 

contractor will be required to implement a County-approved TCP. This will ensure that there are 
no significant impedances to emergency vehicle access or circulation during Project 
construction. Post-construction, the Project off-site roadway improvements will significantly 
enhance roadway capacity of and accessibility to the arterial-scale roadways that will bound the 
Project. Therefore, the Project’s construction and occupation are expected to have a less than 
significant impact on emergency access to the Project site or to nearby properties and land uses. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
38. Bike Trails 

a) Include the construction or expansion of a bike 
system or bike lanes? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan and ECVAP, 2015; Project Application Materials;  
 
Setting: 
The arterial roadways bounding the 619.1-acre site are only partially constructed, providing one paved 
travel lane in each direction and with most of the current right of way unimproved; Ave 64 currently is 
unimproved along and east and west of the subject property. The planned major roadways include: Ave 
62 on the north (Expressway: 128’ to 220’ RW); Ave 64 (Major (118’ RW); Tyler Street on the east 
(Secondary: 100’ RW); and Harrison Street on the west ((Expressway: 128’ to 220’ RW).  
 
The ECVAP calls for Class I bike paths along Ave 62, Tyler Street and Harrison Street. Bike facilities 
along Ave 64 are planned as a “Combination Trail (Regional Trail / Class 1 Bike Path)”. The ECVAP 
also calls for two (crossing) mid-section north-south Class I bikeways, which would bifurcate the subject 
property east-west and north-south. The ECVAP describes the combined trail/class I bike path as 
follows: 
 

“Combination Class I Bikeway / Regional Trails 
 
Combination Class I Bikeway/Regional Trails (Combination Trails) function as regional 
connectors linking together the urban and rural communities and major water bodies and 
Regional parks in Riverside County and provide opportunities for long-distance users to take 
advantage of this system for long one-way or loop-type trips. This system also links together 
existing and planned Class I Bikeways, Regional Trails, and other types of trails to enhance 
Riverside County residents’ access to the trail system. 
 
Combination Class I Bikeway/Regional Trails (Combination Trails) include both a Class I 
Bikeway, with a 20’ wide paved surface, marked for two-way traffic, for use primarily by bicyclists 
and pedestrians, and a Regional Urban and Rural Trail, with a 10’ – 12’ wide soft surface, for 
use primarily by equestrians and pedestrians, located either in tandem on one side of a street, 
river, or other major linear feature, or in “split” fashion, with one function (Class I Bikeway) of 
the Combination Trail located on one side of the street or other linear geographical feature, and 
the other type (Regional Urban or Rural Trail) located on the other side of the street or linear 
feature. 
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Combination Trails generally require 30’ wide easements where both components of the trails 
are situated in tandem on one side of a street or linear feature. Where the trail components are 
split along a street or other linear feature, the easements required will generally be the same as 
for Class I Bikeways (generally 20’ wide) and Regional Urban and Rural Trails (generally 20’ 
wide) when built separately. Unless maintained by a County Service Area (CSA) or a special 
parks district, Combination Trails are usually maintained by the Riverside County Regional Park 
and Open Space District, or by the Transportation Department through a Landscape and 
Lighting Maintenance District.” 

 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.   The proposed Project provides arterial rights of way 

that may not be consistent with the County General Plan Roadway Classifications. The 
preliminary cross sections also do not provide adequate parkway for or the delineation of trails 
and bikeways as described in the General Plan and the ECVAP. It is unclear that the trail and 
bike improvements called for along Ave 64 can be constructed within the proposed parkway. 
However, adjustments to the proposed roadway widths and/or parkway improvements of 
sufficient width can be secured by revisions to the Specific Plan and/or conditions of approval. 
Therefore, the EIR will consider the Project design and analyze its conformance with the General 
Plan. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES  Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the 
significance of a Tribal Cultural Resource, defined in Public Resources Code section 21074 as either a 
site, feature, place, or cultural landscape that is geographically defined in terms of the size and scope 
of the landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a California Native American Tribe, and 
that is: 
39. Tribal Cultural Resources 

a) Listed or eligible for listing in the California Register 
of Historical Resources, or in a local register of historical 
resources as defined in Public Resources Code section 
5020.1 (k)? 

    

b) A resource determined by the lead agency, in its 
discretion and supported by substantial evidence, to be 
significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of 
Public Resources Code Section 5024.1? (In applying the 
criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Public Resources Code 
Section 5024.1, the lead agency shall consider the 
significance of the resource to a California Native American 
tribe.) 

    

Source(s):   Torres Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indian Land Status Map, 2002; Native American Heritage 
Commission Guidelines for Native American Monitors/Consultants, 2005; OPR Tribal Consultation 
Guidelines, 2005.  
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Setting: 
The subject property is vacant and has been in active cultivation for several decades. The site is also 
occupied by what appear to be modern era agricultural out-buildings. Surrounding lands include 
extensive agricultural lands, both active and fallow, as well as heretofore undisturbed lands adjacent to 
and in proximity of the Project site that include stands of mesquite and associated habitat that may have 
served as an important food source for native Cahuilla peoples. Lands within the Reservation boundary 
of the Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians are located immediately south of the site, as well a short 
distance west and southeast of the subject property.  
 
In the Project vicinity, numerous Native American cultural resources have been found and documented, 
including fish traps, pottery scatters, grinding rocks, trail segments, and rock cairn features. While the 
Project planning area does not provide perennial or even seasonal waters sources, native habitat 
probably provided valuable food and fiber resources.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a, b) Potentially Significant Impact. Tribal resources can be buried or otherwise made obscure by 

land disturbance, including activities associated with agriculture and other types of disturbance 
and development. Therefore, the existing and long-established cultivation of the subject property 
does not preclude the harboring of sensitive or significant archaeological resources. The County 
will conduct Tribal Consultation under the requirements of SB 18 and AB 52 to assure that Tribal 
concerns regarding their cultural resources are addressed. In addition, a cultural (historic and 
archaeological) resources survey and report are being prepared on the proposed Project. The 
results of consultation and report findings will be incorporated into the forthcoming EIR. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS  Would the project: 
40. Water 

a) Require or result in the relocation or construction 
of new or expanded water, wastewater treatment, or storm 
water drainage systems, whereby the construction or 
relocation would cause significant environmental effects? 

    

b) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve 
the project and reasonably foreseeable future development 
during normal, dry, and multiple dry years? 

    

 
Source(s):   Coachella Valley Water District Urban Water Management Plan, 2019; 2020 Coachella 
Valley Regional Urban Water Management Plan, 2021; Project Application Materials,  
 
Setting: 
The Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD) provides domestic water to the Project area. Its primary 
source of water is groundwater extracted from deep wells within the Whitewater River Subbasin. 
Currently, CVWD has a 30” water main within Harrison Street immediately west of the subject property 
that is available to serve the proposed project. A Water Supply Assessment (WSA) is being prepared 
for the proposed Project.  
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CVWD has been addressing the historical declines in groundwater levels in the eastern portion of the 
Whitewater River Subbasin, which in part led to the development of the Thomas E. Levy Groundwater 
Recharge Basins at the west terminus of Ave 62 and behind the USBR Dike 4 protective levee. CVWD 
also delivers imported Colorado River water from the Coachella Canal to meet the agricultural and golf 
course irrigation needs in the East Valley. CVWD provides imported Colorado River water to 32 golf 
courses in the area to offset groundwater production as a form of in-lieu replenishment. Since 2005, 
groundwater levels across most of the East Whitewater River Subbasin have risen significantly, and 
historical artesian conditions have returned to a wide area, which is evidence that groundwater recharge 
efforts have been effective at abating historical overdraft.  
 
Future planned replenishment projects include: 1) Phase 2 of the Oasis In Lieu Recharge Project, a 
source-substitution project that involves construction of a canal water distribution system in the Oasis 
area to provide imported Colorado River water for agricultural irrigation in lieu of groundwater pumping; 
2) development of a recycled water project at WRP 4 for additional source substitution; and 3) 
connection of five additional golf courses to receive Colorado River water or a blend of recycled water.  
 
Findings of Fact:  
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  The Project will require connections to the community 

domestic water network and the sanitary sewer systems both operated by CVWD. The project 
may also be required to participate in some way in the development of planned regional flood 
control facilities, which include an open stormwater channel planned along the Ave 64 right of 
way immediately south of the subject property and which may be co-terminus with an existing 
agricultural drain. Water and sewer mains of sufficient size to serve the proposed Project have 
been identified adjacent to or in proximity of the subject property and will be extended into the 
development site. Potential impacts and feasible mitigation measures associated with this 
infrastructure will be analyzed in the forthcoming EIR.  

 
b) Less Than Significant With Mitigation.  The entire subject property is currently in active 

agriculture for seasonal truck crops with multiple crops being harvested per year. Irrigation water 
is imported from the Colorado River via the All-American Canal and the Coachella Branch Canal, 
which terminates at Lake Cahuilla. Water demand associated with the proposed project is not 
yet known nor how it may compare with current ag-related water demand. Due to the scope of 
the proposed project, a Water Supply Assessment is being prepared to evaluate long-term water 
supplies and Project impacts with will be disclosed and analyzed in the forthcoming EIR. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 

 

41. Sewer 
a) Require or result in the construction of new 

wastewater treatment facilities, including septic systems, or 
expansion of existing facilities, whereby the construction or 
relocation would cause significant environmental effects? 

    

b) Result in a determination by the wastewater 
treatment provider that serves or may service the project that 
it has adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected 
demand in addition to the provider’s existing commitments? 
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Source(s):   Coachella Valley Water District Sanitation Master Plan Update, 2020; Draft Program 
Environmental Impact Report; Department of Environmental Health Review. 
 
Setting: 
The Project site and surrounding lands are served by the CVWD Wastewater Reclamation Plant No 4 
(WRP-4), which is located 2.25 miles east of the subject property on the west bank of the Coachella 
Valley Stormwater Channel (CVSC). WRP 4 is the District’s second largest wastewater reclamation 
plant in terms of treatment capacity and provides collection service to approximately 63,000 people in 
the cities of La Quinta, Mecca, Palm Desert, and Thousand Palms. The facility is permitted under an 
NPDES permit to discharge a maximum monthly average daily effluent flow of 9.9 mgd to the Coachella 
Valley Stormwater Channel.  
 
WRP 4’s annual average influent flows have remained relatively constant over the past few years (2015-
2019), averaging 5.0 mgd. WRP 4 uses two secondary treatment systems operating in parallel to 
provide biochemical oxygen demand and total suspended solids (TSS) reduction: a lagoon treatment 
system with a permit capacity of 7.0 mgd and a Biolac® activated sludge treatment system with a permit 
capacity of 2.9 mgd. In addition to the secondary treatment systems, WRP 4 also has a new headworks 
facility (constructed in 2015), a disinfection and dechlorination system, and solids handling facilities. 
 
A 42-inch gravity sewer that connects to WRP-4 has been identified within the Ave 62 right of way on 
the north side of the subject property. CVWD has been contacted and an information request made to 
get clarification and additional information on nearby sewer lines and the feasibility of the Project 
connecting to same.  
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a, b) Less Than Significant Impact.    While verification is forthcoming from CVWD, it appears that 
the proposed Project can utilize existing surplus capacity in local sewerage collection lines and 
treatment capacity at WRP-4 without requiring the construction or relocation of sewer lines or treatment 
facilities and would cause no or less than significant environmental effects. CVWD has been contacted 
and an information request made to get clarification and additional information on nearby sewer lines 
and the feasibility of the Project connecting to same. Location of and Project impacts on CVWD sewer 
facilities will be further clarified and evaluated in the forthcoming EIR.  
 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
42. Solid Waste 

a) Generate solid waste in excess of State or Local 
standards, or in excess of the capacity of local infrastructure, 
or otherwise impair the attainment of solid waste reduction 
goals? 

    

b) Comply with federal, state, and local management 
and reduction statutes and regulations related to solid 
wastes including the CIWMP (County Integrated Waste 
Management Plan)? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan, 201; CalRecycle, 2022. 
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Setting: 
Burrtec Waste and Recycling Services provides solid waste and recycling collection services to the 
unincorporated communities of Thermal, Mecca and the Project site. Solid waste that is collected from 
the Project area is transported to the Mecca II Landfill, which is located south of the Project in the 
unincorporated community of Mecca. The Mecca II Landfill has a permitted capacity of 452,182 cubic 
yards and a maximum disposal capacity of 400 tons per day. This landfill is slated to close in 2098. The 
Riverside County Lamb Canyon Landfill, which can also serve the eastern Coachella Valley, has a 
permitted capacity of 33,041,000 cubic yards and a maximum disposal capacity of 5,000 tons per day. 
This landfill had an estimated closure date of 2021. However, by increasing the landfill’s maximum 
elevation and with grading plan modifications the total design capacity has been increased from 
33,041,000 cubic yards to 38,935,653 cubic yards. These and other management action have extended 
the estimated closure date from 2021 to 2029. This landfill is equipped to accept construction, demolition 
materials, and non-RCRA hazardous waste (CalRecycle 2022).   
 
Findings of Fact:    
 
a, b) Less Than Significant Impact.   Riverside County contracts with Burrtec for solid waste 

collection and disposal services in the Project area. Burrtec operates several regional Materials 
Recovery Facilities (MRFs) for sorting and processing of recyclables. It transports solid waste 
to Transfer Stations, which is then transported to one of six County landfills that have available 
capacity, including Mecca Landfill, Lamb Canyon Landfill in Mecca, Beaumont and Badlands 
Landfill in Moreno Valley. The Project will generate a substantial volume of construction and 
post-construction solid waste, including a wide range of construction materials. Much of the solid 
waste generated will be recyclable.  

 
Post-development, the Project is expected to generate a full range of consumer waste typical of 
households and retail commercial uses. The Project will also generate a substantial waste 
stream of horse manure. Based upon a peak horse occupancy of 2,700 animals the project 
could generate up to 140,000± pounds of manure daily. These materials are to be removed from 
the site on a daily basis and anticipated to go to an approved composting facility to be recycled 
into soil amendments and comparable uses.   
 
Local and regional landfills appear to have sufficient capacity to meet the near and mid-term 
needs of the proposed Project which will be further disclosed and discussed in the forthcoming 
EIR. Impacts to landfills will be limited and temporary and, therefore, are considered less than 
significant. 

 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
 
 
43. Utilities 
Would the project impact the following facilities requiring or resulting in the construction of new facilities 
or the expansion of existing facilities, whereby the construction or relocation would cause significant 
environmental effects? 
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a)  Electricity?     
b)  Natural gas?     
c)  Communications systems?     
d)  Street lighting?     
e)  Maintenance of public facilities, including roads?     
f)  Other governmental services?     

 
Source(s):   Project Application Materials, Utility Companies 
 
Setting: 
The proposed Project site is located in the following utilities’ service districts: Imperial Irrigation District 
(IID)-electricity; Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD)-water, sewer, flood control; Southern California 
Gas Company (SCG or SoCalGas)-natural gas; Frontier Communications, Time-Warner, Spectrum 
Communications-Telecommunications.  
 
Electric Power:  Imperial Irrigation District: IID is California’s sixth-largest electrical utility, and its third 
largest public power utility. Primary energy sources include fossil fuels (oil, coal and natural gas), 
nuclear, and renewable sources such as wind, solar, geothermal, and hydropower. The IID 2020 power 
mix is comprised of 41% “eligible” renewable sources (including biomass and biowaste), 28.5% natural 
gas, 3.5% nuclear and 21.2% identified as unspecified sources for power purchased on the open 
market. In addition to utility-provided electrical power, many homes and business are installing rooftop 
solar and storage, and new construction and renovation is required to conform to the state’s strict green 
building code, which further serves to ensure that energy resources are used economically and wisely. 
Both the regulatory environment and the economy have moved aggressively toward greater energy 
efficiency and reliance on non-polluting renewables sources. 
 
Natural Gas: Southern California Gas Company (SCG, SoCalGas, The Gas Company): Natural gas 
services in the Project area are provided in the Coachella Valley by Southern California Gas Company 
(SoCalGas). Natural gas supplies are transported from Texas to the Coachella Valley through three 
east-west trending gas lines, which cross the valley near and parallel to Interstate-10 and continue west 
to Los Angeles. The pipelines include one 30-inch line and two 24-inch lines, with pressures of 2,000 
pounds per square inch (psi). There is currently no natural gas service in the Project vicinity. The closest 
high pressure natural gas lines are located within the Highway 111 right of way approximately 3 miles 
east of the Project site, and in Monroe Street at Ave 54 also 3 miles to the north of the site. At this time, 
it is not known whether lower pressure distribution lines extend to the Project vicinity. 
 
Communications Systems: Frontier Communications, Time-Warner, Spectrum Communications:  At 
this writing it is uncertain in whose service district the subject property is located. The planning area is 
somewhat removed from urban development, but service appears to be in proximity to the site, 
specifically east on Ave 62. The forthcoming EIR will further research and document available 
communication services.  
 
Streetlighting:  There is one streetlighting on the southeast corner of Tyler Street and Ave 62. There are 
no other streetlights in the Project vicinity. It is anticipated that the Project will be conditioned to provide 
street  lighting at major intersections and entrances A landscape and lighting district may be required 
to ensure power and maintenance of streetlight. The forthcoming EIR will further research and 
document existing and needed street lighting. 
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Findings of Fact: 
 
a) Less Than Significant With Mitigation:  IID currently has transmission and distribution lines 
in the Project vicinity and, pending further load analysis, may be able to immediately provide power for 
initial phases of Project development. The Project is also anticipating that it will provide a new substation 
on site to ensure adequate capacity for the subject and future projects. Power lines currently bound the 
subject property on the east, west and south, with higher voltage transmission located along the south 
boundary. Impacts associated with the proposed substation, which typically requires 2± acres, will be 
further analyzed in the forthcoming EIR.  
 
b) Less Than Significant Impact:  The closest high pressure natural gas lines are located within 
the Highway 111 right of way approximately 3 miles east of the Project site, and in Monroe Street at 
Ave 54 also 3 miles to the north of the site. At this time, it is not known whether lower pressure 
distribution lines extend to the Project vicinity. However, it is expected that extension of gas lines will 
occur within existing road rights-of-way and will have a less than significant impact on the environment 
as will be analyzed in more detail in the forthcoming EIR. 
 
c) Less Than Significant Impact:  The closest location of telecommunication systems is on 
Avenue 62 a short distance east of the subject property. The extent of available services is not known. 
However, it is expected that extension of telecommunication lines will occur within existing road rights-
of-way and will have a less than significant impact on the environment. 
 
d) Less Than Significant Impact:  Electric power is readily available to the subject property and 
will allow the immediate and on-going installation of appropriate street lighting. There is an existing 
street light at the intersection of Ave 62 and Tylor Street. With power lines on three of the four site 
boundaries, no significant impacts due to the addition of street lighting is expected to occur.  
 
E, f) Less Than Significant Impact:  The maintenance of public facilities, including roads, power 
lines, irrigation lines and other infrastructure, is expected to occur within existing and future road rights 
of way and easements, in areas that have already been heavily disturbed by ongoing agriculture. No 
other governmental services that may be provided to the proposed Project are expected to result in 
significant environmental impacts. Therefore, the maintenance of these public facilities and project-
serving governmental services for the Project is not expected to result in significant environmental 
effects but nonetheless will be further discussed in the forthcoming EIR. 
 
Mitigation:   See forthcoming EIR.  
 
Monitoring:   See forthcoming EIR. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WILDFIRE  If located in or near a State Responsibility Area (“SRA”), lands classified as very high fire 
hazard severity zone, or other hazardous fire areas that may be designated by the Fire Chief, would 
the project: 
44. Wildfire Impacts 

a) Substantially impair an adopted emergency response 
plan or emergency evacuation plan? 
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b) Due to slope, prevailing winds, and other factors, 
exacerbate wildfire risks, and thereby expose project 
occupants to, pollutant concentrations from a wildfire or the 
uncontrolled spread of a wildfire? 

    

c) Require the installation or maintenance of associated 
infrastructure (such as roads, fuel breaks, emergency water 
sources, power lines or other utilities) that may exacerbate 
fire risk or that may result in temporary or ongoing impacts to 
the environment? 

    

d) Expose people or structures to significant risks, 
including downslope or downstream flooding or landslides, 
as a result of runoff, post-fire slope instability, or drainage 
changes? 

    

e) Expose people or structures either directly or 
indirectly, to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death 
involving wildland fires? 

    

 
Source(s):   Riverside County General Plan Figure S-11 “Wildfire Susceptibility”, GIS database; Fire 
Hazard Severity Zone Online GIS Map by CAL FIRE, http://egis.fire.ca.gov/FHSZ/, Accessed Oct. 2021; 
Project Application Materials 
 
Setting: 
Wildfire is a nonstructural fire that occurs in vegetative fuels, excluding prescribed fire. Wildfires can 
occur in undeveloped areas and spread to urban areas where the landscape and structures are not 
designed and maintained to be ignition resistant. A wildland-urban interface is an area where urban 
development is located in proximity to open space or “wildland” areas. The potential for wildland fires 
represents a hazard where development is adjacent to open space or within proximity to wildland fuels 
or designated fire severity zones.  
 
The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (Cal Fire) has mapped areas of significant 
fire hazards in the state through its Fire and Resources Assessment Program (FRAP). These maps 
place areas of the state into different fire hazard severity zones (FHSZ) based on a hazard scoring 
system using subjective criteria for fuels, fire history, terrain influences, housing density, and occurrence 
of severe fire weather where urban conflagration could result in catastrophic losses. In addition to 
establishing local, state or federal responsibility for wildfire protection in a specific area, CALFIRE 
designates areas as very high fire hazard severity (VHFHS) zones or non-VHFHS zones. There are no 
such designated lands in the Project area. 
 
As part of this mapping system, land where CALFIRE is responsible for wildland fire protection and 
generally located in unincorporated areas is classified as a State Responsibility Area (SRA). Federal 
lands within the planning area are classified as Federal Responsibility Area (FRA). Where local fire 
protection agencies, such as the County Fire Department, are responsible for wildfire protection, the 
land is classified as a Local Responsibility Area (LRA). The closest FHSZ in an SRA is located 
approximately two miles west of the Project site.  
 
CALFIRE currently identifies the planning area as Local Responsibility Areas but inclusive of FRA zones 
on Torres-Martinez lands to the immediate south. The nearest mapped fire hazard zone is designated 
“Moderate” and is associated with the Santa Rosa Mountains foothills two miles to the southwest.  
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Findings of Fact:    
 
a-d) No Impact. The planning area is located within a LRA responsibility zone but outside any 

mapped fire hazard zone, the nearest being associated with foothills two miles to the southwest. 
The County maintains a Multi-Hazard Functional Plan that addresses the planned response to 
extraordinary emergency situations, including natural or human-caused disasters. The Specific 
Plan would not impair the adopted emergency response plan.  

 
 The implementation of the Specific Plan has a very limited potential to exacerbate wildfire risks 

in the planning area or on surrounding lands. The Project is not expected to create a significant 
exposure threat to occupants or surrounding receptors to pollutant concentrations from a 
wildfire. The County will require the installation or maintenance of associated infrastructure 
(such as roads, emergency water sources, power lines or other utilities), as needed, in individual 
development projects within the Specific Plan area as development plans are reviewed.  

 
 The wildland fire hazard in the Project area is very low due to the predominance of agricultural 

lands, flat terrain and limited areas of vegetation. The amount of fuel available for wildland fires 
on adjoining lands is very limited, and the distance between stands of vegetation will make it 
difficult for fires to spread easily. In the future developed areas, the landscape vegetation will be 
carefully maintained and watered regularly, creating conditions that limit the possibility for 
vegetation fires to ignite and spread. The development of the Specific Plan is not expected to 
increase exposure of people or structures to significant fire or fire-related risks, including 
downslope or downstream flooding or landslides, as a result of runoff, post-fire slope instability, 
or drainage changes.  

 
Mitigation:   No mitigation is required. 
 
Monitoring:   No monitoring is required 
 
 
 
MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE  Does the Project: 
45. Have the potential to substantially degrade the quality 
of the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of a fish 
or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop 
below self- sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or 
animal community, substantially reduce the number or 
restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal, or 
eliminate important examples of the major periods of 
California history or prehistory? 

    

 
Source(s):   Staff Review, Project Application Materials 
 
Findings of Fact:   Project development will impact local and regional air quality, will result in increased 
traffic, noise and lighting, and will result in other changes to the quality of the environment. The entirety 
of the subject property is and has been in active cultivation for several decades. It is believed that no 
native (or non-native) vegetation remains on the site beyond one tree and ruderal (disturbed) areas 
along the adjoining public roads with will be further analyzed in the forthcoming EIR. Most surrounding 
lands are in a similar state and also provide no or limited habitat value. The Project areas has been 
home to Native Americans for many centuries and the potential exists for sensitive cultural resources 
to be encountered during site development.  
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A cultural resources assessment will be conducted on the subject property and results reported in the 
forthcoming EIR. With proper mitigation as will be analyzed and discussed in the forthcoming EIR, 
implementation of the proposed Project would not substantially degrade the quality of the environment, 
substantially reduce the habitat of fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop 
below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, or reduce the number 
or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal, or eliminate important examples of the 
major periods of California history or prehistory. 
 
 
 
46. Have impacts which are individually limited, but 
cumulatively considerable?  ("Cumulatively considerable" 
means that the incremental effects of a project are 
considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of 
past projects, other current projects and probable future 
projects)? 

    

 
Source(s):   Staff Review, Project Application Materials 
 
 Findings of Fact:   This Initial Study determines that the proposed Project has the potential to result in 
cumulatively considerable effects without adequate mitigation. These potential areas of impact include 
air quality, cultural resources, land use compatibility, agricultural lands, energy, transportation and 
others. Therefore, the forthcoming EIR will evaluate the potential cumulative effects associated with 
implementation of the proposed Project. 
 
 
 
47. Have environmental effects that will cause 
substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly 
or indirectly? 

    

 
Source(s):   Staff Review, Project Application Materials 
 
Findings of Fact:   The Project proposes the develop a mixed-use resort residential community centered 
around an equestrian center with up to 2,700 horses during peak events. Potential adverse effects 
include dust and other pollutant emissions that could affect public health on-site and on neighboring 
lands and roadways. The Project Specific Plan depicts equestrian areas, including back of house 
functions and how they are managed. The forthcoming Draft EIR will address air quality and other areas 
of potential adverse effects. As appropriate, mitigation will be recommended to ensure that the proposed 
Project does not result in environmental effects which would cause substantial adverse effects, either 
directly or indirectly. 
 
V. EARLIER ANALYSES 
 
Earlier environmental analysis may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA 
process, an effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or negative declaration as per 
California Code of Regulations, Section 15063 (c) (3) (D).  In this case, a brief discussion should identify 
the following: 
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Earlier analyses used in preparing this Initial Study include those cited in each analysis category set 
forth above. Additional analysis that has or that may be used in preparing the forthcoming EIR include 
the Riverside County 2015 General Plan Update and associated 2015 Final EIR No. 521 (SCH No. 
2009041065); City of Coachella General Plan Draft EIR, 2015; Coachella Valley Multiple Species 
Habitat Conservation Plan EIR/EIS, amended August 2016. 
 
 
Location Where Earlier Analyses, if used, are available for review: 
 
Location: County of Riverside Planning Department 
 4080 Lemon Street 12th Floor 
 Riverside, CA 92501 
   and online 
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